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Executive summary
Code: SciGirls! Media for Engaging Girls in Computing Pathways (Code: SciGirls!) was a threeyear transmedia and outreach project funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and
directed by Twin Cities Public Television (TPT) in partnership with the National Girls
Collaborative and Code.org. A key media resource produced as part of the Code: SciGirls!
project was Code Quest, a story-based game on PBSKids.org intended to engage children in
basic coding activities. Players of Code Quest initially listen to a request from SciGirls’
animated characters, Izzie and Jake, asking them to help build an aquarium reef exhibit by
coding Subby, a submarine character. The game then follows a classic three-act story arc of
setup, confrontation, and resolution: beginning with setup missions in which players learn to
code Subby to collect information for the exhibit, moving to confrontation in which players
code to help track ocean animals and clean the reef, and ending with a resolution of a finished
aquarium exhibit. During the game, Izzie and Jake play the role of a combined “pedagogical
agent,” guiding players in their coding of Subby, whereas Subby is a type of “body syntonic”
character with which players can physically identify as Subby moves in response to the
players’ code sequences.
The NSF funding further supported an exploratory research study to better understand girls’
gameplay experience with Code Quest, the impact of the game on their code-related interest,
belief, and behavioral intention, and the influence of story and character type on their playing
experience and coding outcomes. The study design employed a one-group pre-post at-home
study, subsequent to three phases of piloting that assessed study procedures and examined
the psychometrics of the survey scales. Recruiting from 11 different states across the country,
a total of 58 5th grade girls closely matching census diversity statistics for 5th grade girls
participated in the final study sample. Participants completed recruitment questions and a
pre-survey, played the game until completion during multiple 30-minute sessions over the
course of less than a week, and completed a post-survey.
Paired t-tests of coding outcomes, mixed-effects models, correlational analysis, and partial least
squares structural equation modeling were used to investigate the impact of the game on
girls’ game enjoyment and coding outcomes, the extent of and relationship between the
involvement and enjoyment metrics, and whether and how story involvement, character
involvement types, and game enjoyment positively influence the coding outcomes. Content
analysis of responses to open-ended qualitative questions addressed how girls perceived that
playing the game affected their coding interest and belief in their ability to learn coding, as
well as how they perceived that the game’s story and characters affected their game play
experience. Key findings for the study’s five research questions are summarized below.
•

Research question 1 asked: How do 5th grade girl players experience Code Quest?
Most girls completed Code Quest in four 30-minute sessions and played the game within a
total time of 120 minutes. Most also thought they played the game at least somewhat well.
On average, girls reported experiencing a high level of game enjoyment while playing the
game. When asked what they liked about the game, girls most often pointed to the
experience of coding, the underwater setting or helping/learning about sea creatures, and
the game’s challenge structure, such as the use of different levels and missions and the
goal to use the fewest coding blocks possible. In terms of what they disliked about Code
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Quest, the largest groups thought the hints, feedback, and instructions were unhelpful,
repetitive, or irritating, or disliked something about the operational functionality of the
game.
•

Research question 2 asked: What is the impact of playing Code Quest on girls’ coding
outcomes? Playing Code Quest produced significant and positive gains in one of the four
coding outcomes measured in the study, belief in ability to code, and prior coding
experience significantly impacted gains in belief in ability to code. Girls’ interest in coding
activities and applications also increased, but not significantly, and their intention to do
future coding activities was slightly lower after playing the game than before, but also not
significantly. Pre-post differences of all four scales were positively and significantly
correlated with each of the other three coding outcome scales.
When asked to describe in their own words how playing Code Quest affected their belief in
their ability to learn coding, most girls indicated it affected them positively, for example
commenting on how their confidence increased and how they gained an increased
understanding of coding. Most also perceived positive effects on their coding interest,
describing, for example, how the game helped them think of coding as fun or cool and how
it taught them to better understand coding.

•

Research question 3 asked: To what extent and how are girls involved with the game
story and with character types while playing? In response to rating scales, girls reported
experiencing a high level of story involvement while playing the game, a moderate level of
involvement with the combined Izzie/Jake pedagogical agent character, and a moderate
level of involvement with the Subby body syntonic character. Each of the story and
character type scales were significantly and positively associated.
In terms of their perceptions of the story and characters, most girls thought the story
positively affected their game playing experience, with the largest groups describing how
it made the game more fun, interesting, or entertaining or how they were motivated by the
game’s sea theme. When asked how each character type affected their game play
experience, more than half described how Izzie/Jake had a negative effect (for example
finding them unhelpful, annoying, distracting, or boring), and two-fifths described how
they had a positive effect (for example finding them helpful or saying they made coding
fun). Most girls said Subby had a positive effect on their game play experience, with the
largest groups describing her as cute or fun or explaining that she was fun to code.

•

Research question 4 asked: What is the relationship between game enjoyment and
involvement with story and with character types? Story involvement, pedagogical agent
involvement, and body syntonic involvement were positively and significantly correlated
with game enjoyment. Story involvement also had a significant direct positive effect on
game enjoyment, but neither type of character involvement influenced this outcome.

•

Research question 5 asked: Do story involvement, involvement with character types,
and game enjoyment positively influence the coding outcomes? Story involvement and
body syntonic involvement each had two significant direct positive effects on pre-post
gains in coding outcomes. Story involvement had a positive effect on belief in ability to
code, body syntonic involvement had a positive effect on interest in coding applications,
5

and both had a positive effect on behavioral intention to do coding activities in the future.
Neither pedagogical agent involvement nor game enjoyment, however, had significant
effects on the coding outcomes.
In conclusion, with respect to coding outcomes, playing and completing the Code Quest game
produced significant and positive gains in one of the four outcomes measured in the study:
belief in ability to code. This finding adds to other studies that have similarly shown how
mastery experience can positively affect confidence.
Additionally, the study found positive but not statistically significant gains in two coding
outcomes: interest in coding activities and interest in coding applications. Although girls
indicated high game enjoyment, they may not have seen the skills practiced in Code Quest or
the game’s integrated reef clean-up/exhibit task as being transferable to the activities and
applications asked about in the outcome measurement scales. Nonetheless, their responses to
an open-ended question about how their game playing experience affected their interest in
coding indicated that most girls perceived the impact to be positive.
The study further found that girls experienced a high level of story involvement while playing
Code Quest, and that story involvement was positively and significantly correlated with game
enjoyment with a significant direct positive effect on game enjoyment. This finding is
consistent with adult studies that have found that narrative involvement predicts enjoyment
of story-based games.
Finally, the study found that girls experienced a moderate level of involvement with the
game’s two character types, and that each type of character involvement was positively and
significantly correlated with game enjoyment. Regarding the Izzie/Jake PA character, the
findings point to the importance of formative evaluation to help ensure that players see PA
characters’ guidance and hints in a positive light. Regarding the Subby body syntonic
character, this study is the first examination of body syntonicity and its impact on outcomes
other than learning and the first application of a quantitative measure of involvement with a
body syntonic character. The findings that involvement with Subby was positively and
significantly correlated with game enjoyment and had a direct positive influence on two
coding outcomes point to the need for more exploration of this construct and its utility in
coding education research.
Acknowledging the study limitations of a small sample size and lack of a comparison or
control group, the findings from this exploratory study are promising. Future media research
with youth can build on many facets of this study’s design, measures, and results. Among the
study’s key media design implications are that story- and character-driven games can be an
effective way to involve young players, elicit game enjoyment, and significantly impact STEM
confidence.
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Introduction
While women constitute half of the STEM1 workforce, they remain underrepresented in
computer occupations at 25%, unchanged since 2016 (Kennedy et al., 2021). Analyses by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (2021) projects strong growth in computer-related occupations for
the period of 2019 to 2029, faster than the average for all occupations; thus, increasing female
participation in this field seems critical for the country’s economy. A large survey about
computer science (CS) education with U.S. students, parents, teachers, principals, and
superintendents revealed that “while girls have the same access as boys, social barriers exist
with girls reporting lower awareness of CS opportunities outside of classes, less
encouragement from teachers and parents, and less exposure to CS role models in the media”
(Wang & Moghadam, 2017, p. 615). To address some of these social barriers for upperelementary and middle-school girls, Code: SciGirls! Media for Engaging Girls in Computing
Pathways (Code: SciGirls!) was developed as a three-year transmedia and outreach project.
The project was funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and directed by Twin Cities
Public Television (TPT) in partnership with the National Girls Collaborative and Code.org.
One of the key media resources produced as part of the Code: SciGirls! project is Code Quest, a
story-based game on PBSKids.org intended to engage children in basic coding activities.2
Players of Code Quest initially listen to a request from SciGirls’ animated characters, Izzie and
Jake, asking them to help build an aquarium reef exhibit by coding Subby, a submarine
character (see Image 1). The game follows a classic three-act
story arc of setup, confrontation, and resolution: beginning
with setup missions in which players learn to code Subby to
collect information for the exhibit, moving to confrontation
in which players code to help track ocean animals and clean
the reef, and ending with a resolution of a finished aquarium
exhibit. During the game, Izzie and Jake play the role of
“pedagogical agents,” guiding players in their coding of
Subby, whereas Subby is a type of “body syntonic”
Image 1. Izzie, Subby, and Jake, the
character with which players can physically identify as
animated Code Quest characters
Subby moves in response to the players’ code sequences.
The NSF funding further supported an exploratory research study to better understand girls’
gameplay experience with Code Quest, the impact of the game on their code-related interest,
belief, and behavioral intention, and the influence of story and character type on their playing
experience and coding outcomes. The study was conducted by Knight Williams Inc., an
independent firm that specializes in the research, development, and evaluation of informal
science multimedia and outreach.

STEM is an acronym for the fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.
In addition to the new Code Quest game, the Code: SciGirls! project produced five new half-hour shows in the
SciGirls series, featuring stories about girls working with female professionals using coding to solve community
problems, and an 8-unit coding curriculum to support a nationally distributed community-based outreach
program. All project materials were designed to impact 5th – 8th grade girls’ coding-related interests, beliefs, and
behavioral intentions. The NSF funding also supported a third-party summative evaluation of the outreach effort
(Knight Williams Inc., 2021a) and a research study of the shows (Knight Williams Inc., 2021b). The three Code:
SciGirls! studies involved independent samples of girl participants.
1
2
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Background literature
Story involvement
Stories are frequently the entertainment structure employed in educational digital games to
engage players with the content and produce change in interest, belief, and behavioral
intention. Despite an increased production in the last decade of games focused on teaching
coding to youth, very few games integrate the coding experience within a story structure,
according to a design analysis of 36 games in 2014 (Harteveld et al., 2014). More recently,
researchers have produced and evaluated story-based games in which youth learn and
practice coding skills. In Sorceress of Seasons (Bonner, 2015), the game player programs a
female protagonist to move through levels to eventually rescue her friends from the sorceress.
Evaluation of the game with a small sample of 5th to 8th graders found increased knowledge of
basic coding concepts and positive impact on attitudes towards programming. Middle school
students playing the game Engage (Buffum, 2017) learned and applied computational
thinking and block-based coding skills to overcome challenges in their effort to solve a socially
relevant mystery. A series of middle school studies with Engage variously found that female
students compared with males exhibited more interest in interacting with the game’s
narrative elements, that those without prior computer science experience increased
confidence in their skills to the level of those with prior experience, and that players increased
their knowledge of coding concepts.
Players of May’s Journey use object-oriented pseudocode to help May find her friend and fix
broken parts of the game world (Jemmali et al., 2018). The researchers presented to adults a
version of May’s Journey with the story components absent and a version with the story
present, and they found that those who experienced the story-present version produced
fewer coding errors, were more engaged, and increased their interest in programming.
Designed for middle school girls, the game Narrate (Dadson, 2021) presented a primer of
object-oriented programming through a story of a girl and her relationships as she starts a
new middle school. The player makes story choices by completing in-game coding questions
that reinforce concept understanding. Evaluation with a small sample of undergraduates
found that the game was entertaining and effective in teaching coding concepts and in
interesting players in computer science. The studies summarized above give support to the
positive impact of integrating coding instruction in a game story structure; however, none of
the aforementioned evaluations measured the extent of players’ involvement in the storyline.
It is this relationship of the extent of player story involvement to code-related outcomes that
is explored in the study of Code Quest.
In the early 21st century, multiple theoretical models and measures of narrative effects have
coalesced to address the extent to which individuals become involved in a story world and the
mechanisms and impact of that involvement. The major models include the Narrative
Transportation Theory (Green, 2006; Green & Brock, 2000), Model of Narrative
Comprehension and Engagement (Busselle & Bilandzic, 2008), Extended Elaboration
Likelihood Model (Slater & Rouner, 2002), and the Entertainment Overcoming Resistance
Model (Moyer-Gusé & Nabi, 2010). These four models vary in their details but have
commonalities that are drawn upon for the foundation of this study. The models propose and
have supporting research that the extent to which individuals are transported, immersed,
engaged, or involved in a story world is a primary mechanism of persuading them to modify
their beliefs and behavioral intentions towards those presented in the narrative.
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The majority of work based on the models of narrative effects has focused on non-interactive
text, videos, and films. Current game research has yet to apply the narrative models to storybased educational games, with the one exception of Escape from Diab. The game’s story
follows a youth who falls into a nightmarish world called Diab, where he and friends must
escape by adopting a healthier lifestyle. A study with 10- to 12-year-old players found that
story involvement levels correlated positively with measures of healthy preference and selfefficacy (Lu et al., 2012). The study of Code Quest contributes to the exploration within game
media of the impact of story involvement on interest, belief, and behavioral outcomes.
Finally, Busselle and Bilandzic (2009) in their model of narrative engagement asserted “It is
reasonable to assume that more engaging narrative experiences are more enjoyable…thus any
scale measuring engagement should predict enjoyment” (p. 326-327). As several studies with
adults have shown that narrative involvement is positively correlated with enjoyment of
story-based games (Brookes, 2010; Sangalang et al., 2013), the present study builds on prior
work by including a measure of game enjoyment to explore its relationship to narrative
involvement and other study outcomes of playing Code Quest.
Influence of individual background variables. Individual background variables that
have been identified under some conditions as significantly relevant to story involvement
for adults include gender, education, prior knowledge, and/or personal experience with
the narrative content, (Busselle & Bilandzic, 2009; Caputo & Rouner, 2011; Green, 2004;
Green et al., 2008; van Laer et al., 2014). The Code Quest study reported here limits gender
and education to 5th grade girls and includes measures of prior coding experience and
personal acquaintance with coders.

Involvement with character types
In Code Quest, the cartoon characters of Izzie, Jake, and Subby are not employed as characters
driving the story nor as role model characters. Izzie and Jake are non-playable non-interactive
pedagogical agents who provide the initial motivational request to players and then alternate
in providing verbal guidance and reinforcement during game play. Subby is a silent playable
game piece that moves on a reef “gameboard” in response to players’ block coding sequences.
Pedagogical agent character. Heidig and Clarebout (2011) describe pedagogical agents
(PAs) as “lifelike characters presented on a computer screen that guide users through
multimedia learning environments” (p. 28). In Code Quest, the characters of Izzie and Jake,
who also appear in the SciGirls television series, each play the same PA role with about the
same amount of time with similar dialogue but in different coding missions; thus, the two
cartoon characters are treated as one character type in this study. Players of Code Quest
see and hear a cartoon of Izzie or Jake describing the goal of each game mission and
instructions of how to code Subby, and then players hear feedback from Izzie or Jake when
they submit their code sequencing and when they complete a mission. Players can also
click on the Izzie or Jake cartoon for general help and hint suggestions. See Images 2 and 3
on the next page.
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Images 2 and 3. Examples of Izzie and Jake
providing Code Quest instructions

Reviews and meta-analyses of the effects of PAs in computer-based educational materials
have revealed few studies that involved youth (Heidig & Clarebout, 2011; Martha &
Santoso, 2019; Schroeder et al., 2013). Those studies focused on youth learning outcomes
have found positive effects of various designs and activities of PAs (Lester et al., 1997;
Moreno et al., 2001; Plant et al., 2009). A few other youth studies have focused on similar
outcomes to those assessed in the current study of Code Quest, involving out-of-school
outcomes of interest, self-efficacy belief, and behavioral intention. Exposure to animated
PAs have resulted in increased science self-efficacy beliefs for high school students (van
der Meij et al., 2015); increased math attitudes and self-efficacy beliefs for high school
students (Kim & Lim, 2013; Kim & Wei, 2011); and increased math interest and selfefficacy for middle school students (Plant et al., 2009). Studies of PA types in a museumbased exhibit to program a robot found that an enthusiastic PA type was slightly but
significantly more effective in increasing self-efficacy belief in programming for youth
compared to a serious PA type (Lane et al., 2013).
Most PA studies referenced above manipulated the PA design and usage, whereas Code
Quest, as a grant-produced game, was not designed specifically for research on PA features.
This study looks at the impact of player involvement with Izzie/Jake, the combined
pedagogical agent character, on outcomes of code-related interest, belief, and behavioral
intention.
Body syntonic character. In Code Quest, Subby is a digital robot that players move with
their choices of coding blocks. Similarly, one of the first programmable robots was
Seymour Papert’s physical floor turtle employed to teach children simple geometry with
the Logo language (Papert, 1980). With Logo commands, children could make the turtle
move and draw line graphics on sheets of paper. In observations of children programming
the turtle, Papert and his colleagues noticed that some children moved their bodies while
making programming decisions, essentially imagining that they were the turtle and acting
out their program in space. Turkle and Papert (1990) noted that “the Logo turtle was
designed to be ‘body syntonic,’ to allow users to put themselves in its place” (p. 145).
The body syntonic construct has been revived in more recent observational case studies of
children’s behavior with programmable objects, either tangible (Diagoa et al., 2021; Wang
et al., 2021) or virtual (Grizioti & Kynigos, 2021; Petrick et al., 2011). For example, Grizioti
and Kynigos (2021) observed that teens built on patterns of their own body movements to
make decisions about coding a 3D digital model, and Petrick et al. (2011) studied teens
10

using mobile devices to program virtual robots to play soccer. Petrick et al. reveal in their
case study how one student developed her program and acquired computational thinking
skills by imagining herself in the robot’s place, moving in ways that the robot might move.
In the same manner, children playing Code Quest may imagine themselves in the place of
the digital robot to help them produce code sequences that make Subby move on the reef
game board. We observed a few such movements in the formative evaluation of the alpha
version of the Code Quest game (Flagg & Knight-Williams, 2019). Prior research about
body syntonicity and coding with children has focused on observations and how body
syntonicity supports learning outcomes; in contrast, this study develops a quantitative
scale of the child’s perception of body syntonic involvement and explores impact, not on
learning, but on outcomes of code-related interest, belief, and behavioral intention.

Study questions
Drawing on prior theory and research, this study seeks to better understand girls’ gameplay
experience and the impact of the game on girls’ coding outcomes. The study also includes
exploratory components to better understand the influence of story and character type on
playing Code Quest and the resulting changes in young players’ code-related interest, belief,
and behavioral intention. The study explores the following research questions (RQ):
RQ1. How do 5th grade girl players experience Code Quest?
RQ2. What is the impact of playing Code Quest on girls’ coding outcomes?
a. What is the impact of playing Code Quest on girls’ coding interest, belief,
and behavioral intention?
b. What is the relationship among coding outcomes?
c. What is the impact of prior coding experience and prior acquaintance
with coders on girls’ coding outcomes?
d. How do girls perceive that their game playing experience affected coding
outcomes?
RQ3. To what extent and how are girls involved with the game story and with character
types while playing?
a. To what extent do girls experience involvement with the game story?
b. To what extent do girls experience involvement with the game character
types?
c. Is there a relationship between story involvement and involvement with
character types?
RQ4. What is the relationship between game enjoyment and involvement with story and
with character types?
a. Is there a relationship between game enjoyment and involvement with story
and with character types?
b. Do story involvement and involvement with character types positively influence
game enjoyment?
RQ5. Do story involvement, involvement with character types, and game enjoyment
positively influence the coding outcomes?
11

Method
Study design3
A one-group pre-post study with a sample of 58 5th grade girls investigated the five research
questions listed on the previous page. Girls completed recruitment questions and a presurvey, played the game until completion, and completed a post-survey. The study design is
illustrated below in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Code Quest game study design

The research was exploratory given that including a control or non-narrative comparison
group was both beyond the scope of the grant and considered premature in light of the lack of
prior narrative research with children, and because the study materials comprised a grantproduced game that was not specially designed for research purposes.

Pilot study
Piloting occurred in three phases, as described below.4
❖ Phase 1: Because SciGirls draws a young audience to PBSKids, it was desirable to focus the
study on the upper elementary age group; however, we needed to verify that 5th graders
could complete the game within a reasonable timeframe. To examine this issue, the first
pilot phase recruited three girls entering 5th grade and four girls entering 6th grade, all
with little to no coding experience. The girls were instructed to play in daily 30-minute
sessions until they finished the game. As the 5th grade girls completed the game in 90 to
139 verified minutes in three to four sessions, we decided to continue piloting the study
procedure with that age group.

The study conformed to IRB requirements (E&I Review Services, # 21128 - 01).
The original plan of action in the NSF proposal included an in-school large sample pilot study but COVID-19
restrictions required a smaller at-home study.
3
4
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❖ Phase 2: The second phase of piloting had three goals: (1) to confirm the range in times
required for game completion by 5th graders; (2) to decide how to limit prior coding
experience in recruitment so that participants do not complete the game in less than 60
minutes; and (3) to assess the game-playing instructions and procedure that verified game
playtime and completion of the coding missions and the game-ending exhibit activity. The
second phase involved eight 5th grade girls who had viewed three SciGirls coding shows in
a separate research study (Knight Williams Inc., 2021b) and who had little to no prior
coding experience. These girls were asked to play Code Quest in daily 30-minute sessions
until they completed the game-ending exhibit activity, and they were told that completion
might take up to three or four sessions. To verify game play sessions, girls signed in before
a play session and signed out when they completed a session, reporting which mission
they stopped at or reporting that they completed the exhibit activity and describing what
they did in the exhibit activity for verification of game completion. All eight pilot girls
completed the coding missions and exhibit activity in three to four sessions. Playtime data
was verified for three of these girls as the other five girls indicated some confusion with
the sign-in and sign-out process. The three girls who completed both the sign-in and signout process correctly completed the game within 67 to 110 minutes.
The phase 2 piloting results confirmed that four 30-minute sessions were sufficient for
most 5th graders with minimal prior coding experience to complete Code Quest. The results
also led to clarification and simplification in the sign-in/sign-out instructions so that
session playtimes and game completion could be better verified for all participants.
Additional communication procedures via text and email were also implemented to
increase game completion within a seven-day period and to decrease time between game
completion and survey completion.
❖ Phase 3: The third phase of piloting focused on the goals of establishing the reliability and
factor dimensionality of scales. This phase recruited from nine different states 38 5th grade
girls with little to no prior coding experience. Following the procedure as revised after the
phase 2 pilot, girls played Code Quest in daily 30-minute sessions until they completed all
missions and the game-ending exhibit. Girls signed in and out for each play session,
describing what they did in the exhibit activity for verification of game completion. Seven
girls who started the game dropped out or did not complete the game within four sessions
and were excluded from the third phase data set because game completion is necessary to
the study outcomes. The 31 girls with verified playtime data completed the coding
missions and exhibit activity in 50 to 154 minutes in two to four sessions, confirming the
phase 2 piloting result that most 5th grade girls could complete the game within four 30minute sessions. Within three days of completing the game, participants answered postsurvey questions noted in the study design above.
Based on the pre-survey data for the full phrase 3 pilot sample (N = 31), ordinal reliability
coefficients of internal consistency of each scale were acceptably high for the pilot; thus,
the scales were considered reliable for this sample and retained for the full study. Given
that the phase 3 pilot study resulted in no revisions to treatment procedure or surveys, the
pilot sample of 31 girls was integrated into the full study sample, which is described in the
following section.
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Study participants
Recruitment
In addition to the 31 pilot girls retained from the phase 3 pilot, another 27 5th grade girls were
recruited in the fall of 2021 to obtain a full study sample of 58 girls. Recruitment involved
outreach to parents5 via two methods. Emails briefly summarizing the study were sent to
parents of potential participants directing them to the online Information letter and Interest
form and to elementary schools and after-school organizations of upper-elementary girls to
ask them to direct their interested parents to the Information letter and Interest form. To
prevent unintended early access to Code Quest, only PBS media, not SciGirls, was referred to in
all recruitment communications.
Information letter. The Information letter described the study purpose, the organizations
involved, and the study requirements of 5th grade girls participating at home with a
desktop or laptop and keyboard in three 30-minute media sessions daily within a period of
one week and completing an online opinion survey before and after the media treatment.
The letter reviewed benefits and possible minimal risks of the study, confidentiality of
information, and indicated that girls would receive a $60 gift certificate to Amazon, Target,
or Walmart upon completion of all study activities. Finally, the letter noted that the study
had limited resources but the researchers would attempt to include everyone who wanted
to participate. Recruitment was implemented on a rolling basis so that the study could
include all interested girls.
Interest form. After reviewing the Information letter, parents and daughters interested in
participating in the PBS media study both completed an online Interest form. Parents
provided contact information and reported their daughter’s grade, age, racial/ethnic
background, and access at home to a desktop or laptop computer with a keyboard with
which to experience the media and answer online surveys. Obtaining information from
parents about racial/ethnic background was necessary so that the sample would include a
racial/ethnic distribution close to that of the 2019 census statistics for 5th grade girls.6
Attempting to match the census distribution increases the generalizability of the study’s
results.
The Interest form then included a section for the girls to complete, after telling them that
the PBS media in the study covered a few basics of coding or programming but that coding
experience was not a requirement to participate. Following this information, the girls
answered questions in the Interest form to affirm their interest in participating in the
study and to establish their prior coding experience and prior acquaintance with someone
who codes. Obtaining information from girls about their prior coding experience was
necessary in order to invite a participating sample with a limited range of prior coding
experience so that girls would not complete the game in one 30-minute session. Questions
In this report, the term “parents” refers to parents or guardians, as noted in recruitment and consent
documents.
6 Table 2 at https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2019/demo/school-enrollment/2019-cps.html Data in the six
spreadsheets of Table 2 reveal that 5th grade girls in U.S. schools are 48% White (non-Hispanic), 29% Hispanic
(any race), 13% African American/Black, 5% Asian, and 5% multiracial (two or more non-Hispanic races)
(October, 2019).
5
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in the Interest form relating to prior coding experience yielded a possible score of 12. Girls
were recruited whose prior experience score ranged from 0 to 6.
Permission form. After submission of the Interest form, parents were contacted with a
Permission form. This form again reviewed the study information and the game playing
and survey activities required of participating girls as well as activities that parents would
be responsible for, e.g., sharing with their daughter study emails that provide links to the
game missions and instructions for signing in and out of a game-playing session. Parents
were asked to agree to their daughter’s participation in the study procedure, with the
understanding that she could withdraw at any time and her name would not be identified
with her opinions or in the study report. Subsequent to parental agreement, girls
completed an assent form and a pre-survey, which is described in the Procedure section of
this report.

Exclusion criteria and attrition
Exclusion criteria were developed to ensure the final study sample was limited to participants
who completed the game within a week to give all participants an opportunity to experience
the game story within the same timeframe. Accordingly, the exclusion criteria pertained to
participants who: (i) didn’t complete the game; (ii) completed the game seven or more days
after their first game play session; (iii) completed the post-survey four or more days after
completing the game; and/or (iv) inaccurately described the final exhibit activity when asked
what they did in the exhibit upon reporting they completed the game in their sign-out page.
This last criteria served as an additional validation of game completion, as an incorrect
answer would indicate the participant did not reach the end of the game.
The online sign-in/sign-out and survey completion records collected via Survey Monkey
showed that only the first exclusion criteria (i) came into play. A total of four girls started but
did not complete the game, as follows: two girls completed one session and did not return for
a second session; one girl played two sessions and did not return for a third session; and one
girl played three sessions and returned for a fourth session only to play for five minutes, not
completing the game. All other participants completed the game and post-survey within the
required timeframe and accurately described the exhibit activity; thus, of the 62 girls who
started the game, the final sample analyzed included 58 girls (94%).

Demographics
Study participants included 58 girls in 5th grade.
Age. The sample of 58 5th grade girls included 9-year-olds (2%), 10-year-olds (79%), and
11-year-olds (19%), with an average and median age of 10 years.
Racial/ethnic diversity. The sample of participants is close to the October, 2019 census
diversity statistics for 5th grade girls.6 The study sample included 52% White (nonHispanic), 24% Hispanic (any race), 5% African American/Black, 9% Asian, and 10%
multiracial (two or more non-Hispanic races) participants.
State. The participants resided in 11 different states spread across the country in three
geographical regions: West (31%), Midwest (29%), and East (40%).
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Individual background variables
As noted in the literature review (p. 10), the individual variables of prior knowledge and
personal experience with the narrative content have been identified under some conditions as
relevant to story involvement. Thus, questions about these variables were asked of the
participating girls and included in the analyses as outlined under Analysis (p. 26). See the
Measures section (p. 21) for more detail about the development of these survey questions.
Prior coding experience. Girls answered questions to establish their experience with
coding prior to playing Code Quest: familiarity with coding or programming and
familiarity with using or writing code themselves; prior use of code to do any of five
activities; and prior use of any of five coding languages. Girls were recruited with prior
experience scores ranging from 0 to 6, out of a possible 12. The participating sample
presented a mean prior experience score of 3.1 and a median of 3.0.
Prior acquaintance with coders. Three-fifths (62%) of girls reported that they knew
someone who writes code or programs on a computer. Coders whom they knew included
parents, siblings, other relatives, friends, classmates, and technology teachers at school.

Materials
Participants accessed the Code Quest game at https://pbskids.org/scigirls/games/code-quest
through online sign-in and sign-out pages. The game follows the classic three-act
screenwriting model of setup, confrontation, and resolution (Field, 1979). The setup begins
with Izzie and Jake’s request for players to learn to code Subby to explore the reef and collect
information for the reef exhibit. In the second act, players confront the problem that the reef
animals need their help by tracking different animals and cleaning the reef. In the third act of
resolution, players practice code sequences to discover and clean up pollution and finish the
game with populating the reef exhibit with the game’s animals and informational facts.
Prior to each challenge within the six missions of Code Quest,
players see and hear a cartoon of Izzie or Jake giving verbal
guidance and motivation for players to choose codes to move
Subby toward a goal, as shown in Image 4. Players drag code
blocks into sequences in a workspace, click play, and the code
steps are highlighted and produce sound as they are visually
executed by Subby on an ocean reef scene. Players hear feedback
from the PA as to the success or failure of their coding. Players
can click on the PA for general help and hints. After successful
completion of a challenge, players see a congratulatory screen
that summarizes how many coding blocks they used and a
challenge to use fewer blocks in a replay. In Image 5, a player
completed the challenge with five blocks but could have
completed – or could replay the challenge – with four blocks.
Images 4 and 5. Izzie providing
The three-act story for Code Quest and representative
guidance and the congratulatory
screenshots of the missions are presented on the next pages.
completion screen
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Act 1 - Setup for Code Quest
Opening: Request from Izzie
and Jake to “help to get ready
for the new reef exhibit” by
exploring the reef and by
learning how to code the
aquarium’s submarine, Subby,
to collect information for the
exhibit.

Sea Stars Mission: In four
challenges, players learn and
practice coding concepts of
Forward, Turn Right, and Turn
Left to move Subby next to a
sea star. The image shows the
code blocks that the player has
dragged to the workspace,
prior to clicking on the Play
button to move Subby to the
sea star, according to the code
sequence.

Fish Mission: In three
challenges, players use Subby’s
Camera action [Cam] and other
code blocks to reveal fish and
crab hiding in the green kelp of
the reef. The image shows
Subby after three moves along
the code sequence (indicated
by the arrow in the
workspace), having just taken
a camera shot. that reveals a
fish in the kelp.
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Octopus Mission: In five
challenges, players learn to use
Loop block to produce code
sequences to locate octopuses
in the reef. The image shows a
sequence using the code blocks
of Loop, Forward, and Cam to
move Subby to take a picture
of the octopus at the top of the
screen.

Jellyfish Mission: In four
challenges, players learn to use
Subby’s Test action with other
code blocks to take water
samples and learn about
temperature and pH of the reef
water and the availability of
plankton. The image shows a
graph at the end of the
mission, as Izzie notes that
“Jellies can survive despite
warmer waters and high
acidity.”

Act 2 - Confrontation for Code Quest
Shark Mission: In three
challenges, players are
confronted with the problem
that the reef animals need
help. Players learn to use
Subby’s Clean action and
Track action to clean the
polluted reef and track
sharks. The image shows the
initial screen for the
introduction of the Track
action, as Jake suggests “Let’s
see where the shark hangs
out.”
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Act 3 - Resolution for Code Quest
Ray Mission: In four challenges,
Izzie encourages players to look
in the reef to learn about rays.
Players practice code sequences
to track rays and test for and
clean up pollution on the reef to
help the rays. The image shows
Subby along the path of the code
sequence to attach a tracker to a
ray.

Exhibit Activity: Upon
completion of the Ray mission,
the exhibit screen opens. Players
can drag various animals from
the right side of the screen into
the center to populate the
exhibit, as shown in the top
image, and players can click on
the left side to reveal animal
facts, as shown in the bottom
image.

Izzie and Jake close the game by
thanking the player and
encouraging continued coding:
“Our exhibit is done. People love
it!...Thanks for all your hard
work. Come back again. Keep
helping animals and practicing
your coding skills.”
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Procedure
After recruitment, participating girls completed the study procedure of pre-survey, playing
the game, and post-survey, as described below. All online surveys were hosted on Survey
Monkey. Scale ratings all provided five-point response choices, and statements in scales were
randomized for each participant to minimize order effects, except where noted in the
Measures section of this report.

Pre-survey
After parents gave consent for their daughters to participate (see Permission form
description, p. 15), the girls also provided their assent to participate in the study, and
subsequently completed four rating scales addressing the study outcomes: Interest in coding
activities and coding applications; Belief in coding ability; and Behavioral intention to do
future coding activities. The pre-survey also included rating scales that assessed the variables
of coding experience and acquaintance with someone who codes.

Code Quest game playing treatment and verification
Upon receipt of the permission form with pre-survey responses, parents received an email to
share with their daughters. The email asked that girls play Code Quest for daily 30-minute
sessions on the same computer or laptop with a keyboard until they complete the game. The
email also told the girls that game completion might take up to three or four sessions. Girls
were instructed to click on a game sign-in link hosted on Survey Monkey to begin each game
session and to click on a Survey Monkey game sign-out link immediately after completing each
session. The sign-in page verified which session girls were playing and their starting times.
The sign-out page verified each session’s stop time and which mission and challenge the girls
stopped at or verified that they completed the last mission and implemented an exhibit
activity.
Once girls completed the game they were also asked to describe what they did in the exhibit
activity; this information was used to verify that girls completed the game. Game completion
was confirmed for all 58 girls as each correctly described the overall activity of moving
animals to different places within the aquarium exhibit, as illustrated in the following sample
responses: “I decorated my Aquarium with lots of fish and creatures,” “I had to drag different
creatures into the aquarium and they [Izzie and Jake] thanked me for my hard work,” and “I put
octopuses in the top two corners, I put 2 sharks, 2 sting rays, and 2 jelly fish on the right hand
side and on the left side I put 2 star fish and 2 fish.”

Post-survey
All participants filled out the post-survey within 1-3 days of completing the game, with 77%
responding one day after completing the game, 14% responding two days after game
completion, and 9% three days after game completion. The survey took participants 15-20
minutes to complete, with an average survey time of 18 minutes.
The post-survey included rating scales that assessed how well girls felt they played the game,
game enjoyment, story involvement, and involvement with the character types of Izzie/Jake
and Subby. Girls also answered again the four pre-survey scales focused on outcome variables
of interest, belief, and behavioral intention. Rating statements in scales were again randomized
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for each participant to minimize order effects, except where noted in the Measures section of
this report. Additionally, girls reflected further in open-ended questions about the impact of
story and character types on their game playing, as well as the impact of playing the game on
their code-related interest and their belief in their ability to learn to code. Upon completion of
the post-survey, girls received a $60 gift certificate to Amazon, Target, or Walmart.

Measures
Individual background variables7
The study measured individual attributes identified as relevant to story involvement,
including the background variables of prior coding experience and personal acquaintance
with coders.
Prior coding experience. In the recruitment phase, girls answered questions to establish
their experience with coding. The initial question drew from the phrasing of a prior
experience measure used by Green (2004) in narrative involvement research and asked
girls to rate on a five-point scale from not at all to very familiar their familiarity with
coding or programming and their familiarity with using or writing code themselves. Two
subsequent questions asked girls to indicate their prior use of code to do any of five
randomly-presented activities and their prior use of any of five alphabetically-presented
coding languages. Response choices for these two questions included yes, I have; no, I
haven’t; and I don’t recall. The listed coding activities and languages are ones that 5th
graders might have been exposed to in school; for example, using code to make a graph or
using the language Blockly (“Hour of Code”). From the above described questions, a score
of prior coding experience was developed. Familiarity ratings of 1, 2, or 3 contributed zero
points to the score, and ratings of 4 or 5 contributed one point. Answers of yes, I have
contributed one point to the score, and answers of no, I haven’t or I don’t recall contributed
zero points. Participants were also asked at the end of the post-survey to describe a bit
about any of their experience with coding before participating in the study. The experience
scores were adjusted to reflect open-ended experience descriptions in five cases where
girls mentioned items in their descriptions that they had not previously checked off in the
recruitment questions.
Prior acquaintance with coders. Participants were asked if they knew someone who
writes code or programs on a computer. If they answered yes, participants were asked who
they knew who writes code or programs on a computer. This question drew upon the
phrasing of personal experience questions in Green (2004) and Caputo and Rouner (2011).

Gameplay experience8
Gameplay metrics. To describe how the girl players experienced Code Quest, two metrics
were calculated from their sign-in/sign-out data recorded by Survey Monkey: (1) number
of sessions to complete the game and (2) total play time duration.
Perception of game performance. Participants rated how well they thought they played
the game on a five-point scale from not at all well to very well.
7
8

See Appendix 1 for questions as they appeared in the survey.
See Appendix 2 for questions as they appeared in the survey
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Game enjoyment scale. To assess girls’ enjoyment of the Code Quest game, we adapted
the activity interest scale from a prior SciGirls research study (Flagg, 2016), which drew on
the interest/enjoyment subscale from Deci and Ryan’s Intrinsic Motivation Inventory
(n.d.). The following four statements were presented randomly in a five-point agreedisagree format: I enjoyed the game very much; I had a lot of fun playing the game; I thought
the game was very interesting; and I would like to play more of this game or more games like
this. Psychometric analysis for the full sample of 58 showed that internal consistency for
the scale was high (a = 0.91, 95% CI [0.87; 0.95]).
Game likes and dislikes: Additionally, to support interpretation of the game enjoyment
scale, participants were asked prior to completing the scale the open-ended questions of
what they liked about the game and what they did not like about the game.

Involvement with story and with character types9
Story involvement scale. In a prior SciGirls study with middle school girls (Knight
Williams Inc., 2017), the authors found high reliability for a six-item researcher-produced
three-act story involvement scale (a = .87), which is the template employed in this study.
This researcher-produced story involvement scale reflects the conclusions of media effects
theories that individuals process stories both cognitively and emotionally, and also
recognizes the typical three-act story structure of many narratives. The story involvement
scale builds on statement beginnings related to both cognitive and affective involvement
(e.g., I wanted to discover... or I cared about...). The endings of these statements are then
modified for a specific story’s three acts and content. As presented in the Materials section
(p. 16-19), Code Quest introduces players to basic coding blocks to obtain exhibit
information in the setup, presents the challenges of coding to test and clean in the
confrontation, and presents the final reef exhibit activity in the resolution. Presented in a
five-point agree-disagree format, the scale comprised a total of six cognitive and affective
statements for setup, confrontation, and resolution, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.
The statements were not presented randomly but in order of the three acts with the
cognitive statement first, followed by the affective statement.
Figure 2. Story involvement scale statements in relation to three-act
narrative structure of Code Quest

9

See Appendix 3 for scale questions as they appeared in the survey.
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Psychometric analysis for the full sample of 58 showed high internal consistency (a = 0.86,
95% CI [0.81; 0.92]).
To support interpretation of the story involvement scale, participants were asked the
following open-ended question after completing the scale: Thinking about the game
overall, how did the story of the game affect your game playing experience?
Pedagogical agent involvement scale. This study’s scale to assess involvement with the
Izzie/Jake pedagogical agent is adapted from the Agent Persona Instrument (API)
developed by Ryu and Baylor (2005) and validated with adults. Ryu and Baylor’s
confirmatory factor analysis and a later confirmation of the API by Schroeder et al. (2017)
with adults both yielded four PA factors: Facilitating learning; Engaging; Credible; and
Human-like. Only statements of the Facilitating Learning subscale were employed in this
study and revised to refer to Izzie and Jake and the content of coding in a game format.
The following nine statements were presented randomly in a five-point agree-disagree
format: Izzie and Jake led me to think more deeply about coding; Izzie and Jake made the
game directions interesting; Izzie and Jake encouraged me to think about what I was
learning; Izzie and Jake kept my attention; Izzie and Jake presented the coding directions
clearly; Izzie and Jake helped me concentrate on the coding tasks; Izzie and Jake focused me
on the relevant information; Izzie and Jake helped me learn to code; and Izzie and Jake were
fun to learn from. Psychometric analysis for the full sample of 58 showed that internal
consistency for the scale was high (a = 0.93, 95% CI [0.91; 0.96]).
To support scale interpretation, participants were asked the following open-ended
question after completing the scale: Is there anything else you would like to say about how
Izzie and Jake affected your game playing experience?
Body syntonic character involvement scale. The study of body syntonicity with children
programming has involved adult observations with no effort to assess the child’s
perception of their involvement with the object. To produce a scale of involvement with
the digital robot Subby, statements were derived from descriptions of the theory of body
syntonicity and case study observations of children playing with programmable robots
(Petrick et al., 2011; Turkle & Papert, 1990).
In this scale, the following five statements were presented randomly in a five-point agreedisagree format: I felt as if I was Subby when choosing my coding sequences; I pretended to
move like Subby to decide how to code her; I tested my coding sequences by moving my own
body; When Subby moved, I could feel my own body move with her; and My body and mind
felt connected with Subby on the screen. Psychometric analysis for the full sample of 58
showed that internal consistency for the scale was high (a = 0.81, 95% CI [0.73; 0.89]).
To support interpretation of the scale, participants were asked the following open-ended
question after completing the scale: Is there anything else you would like to say about how
Subby affected your game playing experience?
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Coding interest, belief, and behavioral intention outcomes10
Pre-post rating scales and post-only open-ended questions were developed to address the
planned outcomes of interest, belief, and behavioral intention to do future coding activities. A
review of the literature revealed many existing scales applied to the broader arenas of
“computers” and “computer science” or to specific programming languages like “Scratch”, but
very few age-appropriate scales focused on “coding” itself, which is at the core of the Code
Quest game. Even so, we utilized existing scales, referenced below, as idea sources to generate
age- and gender-appropriate scale statements, adapting the language to the game’s coding
content. Scale psychometrics reported below were calculated on the pre-survey responses of
the sample of 58 girls.
Coding interests. In considering interest in the field of informal science learning,
Renninger (2007) noted that “interest evolves in the interaction of the person with the
environment and as a result can be supported to change”(p. 4) and “interest is always
identified with particular content (e.g., science)” (p. 5). In this study, the environmental
interaction occurs with the game and the particular content is coding and ocean ecology.
The study’s scales assess interest in coding activities and interest in coding applications.
Participants rated randomly presented statements in the two interest scales using a fivepoint range from not at all interested to very interested.
•

Interest in coding activities scale. The six coding activities listed were based on
activities represented in the Code Quest game: using code to create animation; using
code to make a graph; using code to control technologies like robots, sensors, or cameras;
writing your own code; solving or figuring out coding challenges; and playing an online
game to learn or practice coding. Psychometric analysis for the full sample of 58
showed high internal consistency (a = 0.88, 95% CI [0.83; 0.93]).

•

Interest in coding applications scale. Four applications of coding were based generally
on projects that appear in Code: SciGirls! materials: how coding can address real world
problems; how coding is used in the sciences, like astronomy or ecology; how coding can
be used to inspire action; and how coding is used in the arts, like animation or music.
Psychometric analysis for the full sample of 58 showed high internal consistency (a =
0.81, 95% CI [0.73; 0.89]).

To support scale interpretation, an open-ended question was asked prior to the interest
rating scales: Please describe how playing the game affected your interest in coding.
Coding belief. Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory (1977) proposes that a belief in one’s
task capability (or self-efficacy) is in part influenced by performance accomplishments of
the sort that girls would experience in playing Code Quest. Bandura (2006) instructs that a
scale to assess the strength of the belief system underlying self-efficacy should list
different activities in a specific performance domain and request of participants how
confident they are that they can do those activities at that time. The coding activities
included in this study’s scale are actions required in the game missions and have as their
foundation the computational thinking framework of Brennan and Resnick’s (2012)
10

See Appendix 4 for scale questions as they appeared in the survey.
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concepts of sequence and loop, practices of testing and debugging, and perspective of
questioning.
•

Belief in coding ability scale. On a five-point scale of not at all confident to very
confident, participants rated how confident they were that they could do seven coding
activities, listed in the following order: use code to control robots, sensors, or cameras;
choose the correct code to move an object on a computer screen; create code sequences
that tell a computer what to do; choose a correct code to make a computer repeat the
same actions over and over; test the results of a sequence of code; fix your coding when
your program doesn’t work; and use coding to solve a specific problem. Psychometric
analysis for the full sample of 58 showed high internal consistency (a = 0.93, 95% CI
[0.91; 0.96]).

To support scale interpretation, an open-ended question was asked prior to the rating
scale: Please describe how playing the game affected your confidence in your ability to learn
coding.
Coding behavioral intention. Studies with adults have shown that story involvement can
be important to intentions to change individuals’ behaviors related to smoking, sun
exposure, bone marrow donation, and environmental activity, for example (Fitzgerald &
Green, 2017). The coding intention behaviors included in this study’s scale are coding
activities thought to be within the reach of most girls.
•

Behavioral intention to do coding activities scale. Participants were asked to report
their likelihood to do coding activities in the future, if given the opportunity, on a fivepoint scale of not at all likely to very likely. The following randomly-presented activities
included: ask someone who knows about coding what you can do to get better at coding;
play an online game to learn or practice coding; sign up for an out-of-school activity
about coding; take a school class in coding; try to use coding in a project at school or
home; and use or watch online coding tutorials or videos. Psychometric analysis for the
full sample of 58 showed high internal consistency (a = 0.91, 95% CI [0.87; 0.95]).

Analysis
Quantitative data analysis
As described under Measures (p. 21), quantitative data were generated from recruitment and
pre-survey questions about participants’ coding background and acquaintances; pre- and
post-survey questions about participants’ coding related interest, belief, and behavioral
intention, and post-survey questions about their story involvement and involvement with
character types while playing the game. As participants answered all questions, item nonresponse did not need to be addressed.
The data set included a total of four pre-post scales and four post-only scales. A reliability
analysis was performed on each scale, the results of which are reported in the report’s
Measures section. Statistical analyses were conducted on both the survey scale data and
individual background variables using R Statistical Software (v4.1.2; R Core Team 2021), as
follows:
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•

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the demographic and background
characteristics of participants and their rating responses to survey scales. The
following descriptive terms are used in the text to summarize the ranges for mean
ratings on the 1-5 scales: moderate for 3.0-3.49, moderately high for 3.5-3.99, high for
4.0-4.49, and very high for 4.5-5.0.

•

Two-tailed bootstrapped paired t-tests comparing the pre and post coding outcome
scales were used to assess the impact of the game on the four coding outcome areas
outlined under Measures. To determine if prior coding experience or prior
acquaintance with coders had a significant effect on the coding outcomes, mixedeffects models were run for each outcome, while modeling time as a fixed effect and
study participant as a random effect to account for the dependency in the pre-post
measures.

•

Correlational analysis was used to investigate relationships among measured
variables. Correlation coefficients and confidence intervals are reported in the text and
tables, as applicable. Appendix 5 includes a full correlation matrix for all study
variables.

•

Finally, partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) was used to
examine whether story involvement and involvement with character types influenced
the study outcomes with respect to coding and game enjoyment outcomes. The PLSSEM tests were one-tailed given the study’s interest in whether and how story
involvement and character involvement types positively affected study outcomes. The
individual background variables of prior coding experience and prior acquaintance
with coders were included as control variables in all PLS-SEM models by adding paths
to each of the dependent variables, including game enjoyment as a mediating variable
and each of the four coding outcomes.

An alpha level of .05 was used for all statistical tests. A 95% confidence interval which does
not contain zero is reported as "statistically significant." To help determine whether a
significant difference is of practical concern, effect sizes were computed and reported where
appropriate, together with confidence intervals. Following Lovakov & Agadullina’s (2021)
empirically derived guidelines for interpreting effect size studies in social psychology, Cohen’s
ds of 0.15, 0.36, and 0.65 are interpreted as small, medium, and large effects.

Qualitative data analysis
Content analyses were performed on the qualitative data generated in the open-ended
questions by three coders. The analysis was both deductive, drawing on the study’s goals and
objectives, and inductive, looking for overall themes, keywords, and key phrases.
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Results
RQ1: Gameplay experience
Research question 1 asked: How do 5th grade girl players experience Code Quest? Most girls
completed Code Quest in four 30-minute sessions and played the game within a total time of
120 minutes. Most also thought they played the game at least somewhat well. On average,
girls reported experiencing a high level of game enjoyment. When asked what they liked
about the game, girls most often pointed to the experience of coding and the underwater
setting or helping/learning about sea creatures. In terms of what they disliked, the largest
groups thought the hints, feedback, and instructions they received were unhelpful,
repetitive, or irritating, or they disliked the operational functionality of the game.

A combination of metrics and post-survey questions addressed RQ1: How do 5th grade girl
players experience Code Quest? Metrics included play time duration and number of game
sessions played as recorded through the online sign-in/sign-out process. Survey questions
gathered ratings of game performance and game enjoyment as well as descriptions of what
was liked and not liked about the game.

Number of sessions to complete game

60%

Percentage of girls

The pilot phase showed that most girls could
complete Code Quest within four sessions of
30 minutes each. Based on sign-in/sign-out
session data, 98% of girls completed the
game within four sessions, as shown in
Figure 3. Session numbers ranged from two
to five, and the average and median number
of sessions was three. All girls included in
the final sample completed all of the game
playing sessions within a one-week period.

Figure 3. Number of 30-minute sessions
to complete the game (N = 58)
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Figure 4. Estimated total play time,
in minutes (N = 58)
Percentage of girls

After piloting, it was anticipated that most
girls would complete the game within 120
minutes. Based on the sign-in/sign-out times
recorded by Survey Monkey, 93% of girls
played the game within an estimated total
time of 120 minutes, as shown in Figure 4.
The range of play time duration was 50-208
minutes, with a mean of 90 minutes and
median of 88.11

50%

50%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

47%
34%
12%
0%

3%

2%

2%

Eight of the 58 girls’ play times were approximate as some aspect of their sign in and/or sign out process did
not exactly follow the instructions. These eight estimates were calculated based on the available Survey
Monkey metrics supplemented with information gathered from parent follow-up.
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Game performance self-report

50%

Percentage of girls

Figure 5 shows how well girls felt they
played the game. Almost all of the girls
(98%) thought they played at least
somewhat well. More than a quarter
(28%) thought they played somewhat
well, half (52%) thought they played
moderately well, and one-fifth (19%)
thought they played very well.

Figure 5. How well girls felt they played the game
(N = 58)
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Game enjoyment

Figure 6 presents the mean results for the four game enjoyment statements. On average, girls
experienced a high level of game enjoyment. The range of mean enjoyment scores was 2.0 to
5.0, with an overall mean of 4.0 and median of 4.1. Game performance and game enjoyment
were significantly and moderately correlated (0.36, p < .01)
Figure 6. Girls' mean ratings of game enjoyment (N = 58)
Overall mean rating (M = 4.0, SD = .79)
Scale from 1.0 (strongly disagree) to 5.0 (strongly agree)
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much.
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What liked about game
Figure 7 shows what girls described liking about the game. To capture their perspectives in
their own words and to avoid biasing their responses, this question was asked prior to
participants responding to the post-survey scale of game enjoyment.
Figure 7. What girls liked about the game (N = 58)
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More than one-third each liked the
experience of coding (36%) and liked
the underwater setting or
helping/learning about sea creatures
(34%). One-quarter (26%) liked the
game’s challenge structure, such as
the use of different levels and
missions and the goal to use the
fewest coding blocks possible. More
than one-tenth of girls liked the
aquarium activity at the end (16%),
the aesthetics of the game such as the
animation and music (14%), and that
the game was fun (12%).

Table 1. What girls liked about the game (N = 58)
The experience of coding (36%)
•
I liked how I got to program Subby and figure out how to move it.
•
I liked creating the coding and exploring the different blocks.
Underwater, helping/learning about sea creatures (34%)
•
I really like that it takes place underwater…
•
I liked how they made the coding game with animals in it [and] how
you can track the animals and learned where they live.
•
I liked coding Subby to clean the ocean and help the creatures.
The challenge structure (26%)
•
One thing I liked about the game was that it really makes you think
and use your brain thing to finish the mission.
•
I liked the way the game was split up into different missions, and I
also liked how there was a goal of how many blocks you should try
and use.
Aquarium activity at end (16%)
•
I liked decorating the aquarium with sea creatures.

Examples of what girls liked appear by The aesthetics (14%)
category in Table 1. Not shown in
•
I liked the music and the characters. The game was brightly colored
to my contentment.
Figure 7 and Table 1 are five girls
The game was fun (12%)
(9%) who shared other categories of
•
I really loved how they made it fun…
responses, for example saying they
“liked all of it,” liked that Code Quest
was “interesting” and “somewhat diverse,” and “liked that it’s a game.”

What disliked about game
Figure 8 shows the categories of what girls did not like about the game. To capture their
perspectives in their own words and to avoid biasing their responses, this question was asked
prior to participants responding to the post-survey scale of game enjoyment.
Two-fifths (38%) thought the hints, feedback, and instructions they received were unhelpful,
repetitive, or irritating. Almost one-third (31%) did not like the operational functionality of
the game, and less than one-fifth (17%) pointed to the coding difficulty of some of the
missions. More than a tenth (14%) liked everything about the game, while less than a tenth
each did not like the aquarium activity at the end (7%) and/or the aesthetics of the game, such
as the animation and sound effects (5%).
Figure 8. What girls didn’t like about the game (N = 58)
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Examples of girls’ comments regarding what they did not like about the game are in Table 2.
Finally, although not shown in Figure 8 and Table 2, one girl (2%) didn’t like that the game
was “too easy.”
Table 2. What girls didn’t like about the game
(N = 58)
Hints, feedback, or instructions (38%)
•
I did not like that the two people kept on talking and that the hints were not that helpful because they were not
specific.
•
I also did not like that the characters would just say click here for a hint and give me the same hint over and over
again.
•
Something I did not like about the game is that the clues are not so good for example they kind of repeated each
other.
•
I did not like the reminders that I was very close when I was just checking out how Subby moved.
•
It only gave one hint for the whole game and this made me frustrated when I was stuck.
•
I didn't like when the boy told me to code the robot to pick up the trash but didn't tell where the trash was
because some of the trash blended in
•
I also didn't like the boy character because he said "ugh," every time I got something wrong.
•
Also it was a bit irritating when the girl or boy say "?" I run the code and then fix it if it has any bugs and they ask
me what I am doing.
Operational functionality (31%)
•
I didn't like how every time I tried to log in I had to watch the video of the kids talking about the aquarium.
•
What I didn't like about the game was that they told you the goal of the round after you completed it.
•
When you drag the code down it can get stuck and you have to exit out and it will restart your progress
Coding difficulty of some missions (17%)
•
There was some very confusing levels, and I did not like the loop block that much, it was confusing.
•
I did not like that it wanted me to use a certain amount of blocks for each round but I usually went way over the
amount.
•
That it went from really easy to super hard too quickly. It needs more in-between steps.
Liked everything (14%)
•
There was nothing I didn’t like.
•
I think everything is pretty cool and it works your brain so I did not really dislike anything
Aquarium activity at end (7%)
•
I did not like that at the end of the game you could only put a certain amount of animals or that the animals were
not interactive like I thought they would be.
The aesthetics (5%)
I think the animations, it was a little bit childish for my age, and the Subby noise when moving through the water
was a little annoying.

•
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RQ2: Impact of game on coding outcomes
Research question 2 asked: What is the impact of playing Code Quest on girls’ coding
outcomes? After playing the game, girls’ belief in their ability to code increased
significantly, with a large effect size. Their interest in coding activities and applications
also increased, but not significantly, and their intention to do future coding activities was
slightly lower after playing the game than before, but also not significantly.
Pre-post differences of all four coding outcome scales were positively and significantly
correlated with each of the other three outcome scales. Prior experience with coding
significantly impacted pre-post gains in one outcome, belief in ability to code. Prior
acquaintance with someone who codes, however, did not have a significant effect on any
of the four outcomes.
When asked to describe in their own words how playing Code Quest affected their belief
in their ability to learn coding, most girls indicated it affected them positively, for
example commenting on how their confidence increased and how they gained an
increased understanding of coding. Most also perceived positive effects on their coding
interest, describing, for example, how the game helped them think of coding as fun or
cool and how it taught them to better understand coding.

Game impact on coding outcomes

Before and after playing the game, girls completed pre- and post-questions based on a fivepoint rating scale about their coding-related interest, belief, and behavioral intention.
Paired t-tests of these pre and post coding questions addressed RQ2a: What is the impact of
playing Code Quest on girls’ coding interest, belief, and behavioral intention? Figure 9 presents
the pre and post mean ratings for each of the four coding outcome scales. Girls’ belief in their
ability to code increased significantly after completing the game. Their interest in coding
activities and applications also increased, but not significantly. The girls’ intention to do future
coding activities was slightly lower after playing the game than before, but not significantly.
Figure 9. Pre and post mean ratings of girls'
coding interest, belief, and intention (N = 58)
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Specific scale findings are presented below.
•

Interest in coding activities scale. Girls indicated slightly higher interest in coding
activities after playing the game (M = 3.64, SD = 1.02) than before playing (M = 3.51, SD
= 0.82) but the difference was not significant.12

•

Interest in coding applications scale. Girls indicated slightly higher interest in coding
applications after playing the game (M = 3.61, SD = 1.02) than before playing (M = 3.56,
SD = 0.88), but the difference was not significant.13

•

Belief in coding ability scale. Girls indicated a significantly higher belief in their
coding abilities after playing the game (M = 3.78, SD = 0.95) than before playing (M =
2.98, SD = 0.97). The mean increase in belief rating was 0.81 with a 95% confidence
interval ranging from 0.54 to 1.08. The effect size was large (d = 0.78).14

•

Behavioral intention to do coding activities in the future. Girls indicated slighter
lower intention to do future coding activities after playing the game (M = 3.24, SD =
1.12) than before playing (M = 3.46 SD = 0.88), but the difference was not significant.15

Relationships of coding outcomes
Correlational analysis addressed RQ2b: What is the relationship among coding outcomes? Prepost differences of all four scales were positively and significantly correlated with each of the
other three coding outcome scales, as presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Correlations among coding outcomes
Interest in
coding activities

Interest in
coding applications

Belief in
ability to code

Behavioral
intention to code

Interest in
coding activities
Interest in
coding applications

0.62***

Belief in
ability to code

0.67***

0.47***

Behavioral
intention to code

0.67***

0.47***

0.45***

(p value significance levels are as follows: *.05, **.01, ***.001).

Mdiff = 0.13, BCa 95% CI [-0.12, 0.39], p = .319, dz = 0.13, BCa 95% CI [-0.13, 0.41]
Mdiff = 0.05, BCa 95% CI [-0.22, 0.27], p = 0.71, dz = 0.05, BCa 95% CI [-0.22, 0.32]
14 Mdiff = 0.81, BCa 95% CI [0.54, 1.08], p < .001, dz = 0.78, BCa 95% CI [0.52, 1.04]
15 Mdiff = -0.22, BCa 95% CI [-0.51, 0.03], p = .10, dz = -0.21, BCa 95% CI [-0.45, 0.04]
12
13
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Impact of prior experience and acquaintance with coders on coding outcomes
Mixed-effects models were run for each coding outcome to address RQ2c: What is the impact
of prior coding experience and prior acquaintance with coders on girls’ coding outcomes? Prior
coding experience significantly impacted gains in one outcome, belief in ability to code (b =
0.14, 95% CI [0.03, 0.25], t(110) = 2.53, p = .013). Prior acquaintance with coders did not
significantly predict gains in any of the four coding outcomes.

How girls perceived game playing experience affected coding outcome areas
Given the study’s interest in understanding how girls’ game play experience affected coding
outcomes, content analyses of open-ended qualitative responses addressed RQ2d: How do girls
perceive that their game playing experience affected coding outcomes? To not overburden
participating girls with many open-ended questions, they were asked to consider two broad
outcome areas – interest in coding and belief in ability to learn coding – rather than the specific
coding interest and belief areas asked about in the quantitative questions. Additionally, as the
game did not address future coding possibilities or activities, no open-ended question about
behavioral intention was asked.
How game experience
affected interest in coding
To capture girls’ perspectives in their own
words and to avoid biasing their responses,
this question was asked prior to participants
responding to the post-survey scales of
interest in specific coding activities and
applications. Most girls (91%) thought their
game playing experience positively affected
their interest in coding, while about a tenth
(9%) said it did not affect their interest in
this area. Examples of girls’ comments are in
Table 4.
As shown in Figure 10 on the next page,
among those who indicated that the game
positively affected their interest in coding (n
= 53), the largest groups described how the
game helped them think of coding as fun or
cool (30%), taught them to better
understand coding (26%), and increased
their interest in general (21%). Smaller
groups described that the game motivated
them to do more coding (15%), increased
their confidence (6%), and gave other
responses (2%).

Table 4. Example comments from girls about
how playing the game affected their interest
in coding (N = 58)
Positively affected interest in coding (91%)
I used to not be that interested but playing the game helped
me to figure out how fun coding is.
•
It made coding very fun and interesting. It also made me
think step by step and very carefully.
•
It was pretty cool because I haven't done much coding, and I
do enjoy it!
•
The game helped me understand better what coding is, and
now I really like coding.
•
Playing the game made me more interested in coding than I
ever have been. I like learning from my mistakes and the
game had a feature that could allow me to do that and that
was one of the reasons I got hooked. I would for sure like to
play a game like this again.
•
The way the game affected my coding was the way it made
me more interested in coding and I would like to do more
coding.
•
Playing this game made me more interested in coding and I
felt like I was good at it.
•
It affected my interest in coding because I realized coding
can make you feel very proud of yourself once you finish the
challenge you were working on.
•
It made me think about different coding apps I tried before.
•

Did not affect interest in coding (9%)
I felt the same when I finished to the end.
I have always had a moderate liking for coding, the game did
not make me feel any worse or better about coding.
•
Before I played, I wasn't really into coding but after I played,
I still think that coding is not my thing.
•
•
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Figure 10. How the game positively affected girls' coding interest (n = 53)
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How game experience affected belief in
ability to learn coding
To capture girls’ perspectives in their own
words and to avoid biasing their
responses, this question was asked prior
to their responding to the post-survey
scale of specific items related to their
belief in their ability to code. Most of the
girls (88%) who addressed the question (n
= 56) thought their game playing
experience positively affected their belief
in their ability to learn coding, one-tenth
(11%) said their belief was not affected,
and one (2%) said playing the game
negatively affected h belief in this area
Examples of girls’ comments are in Table
5.
As shown in Figure 11, among those who
indicated that the game positively affected
their belief in their ability to learn coding
(n = 49), the largest groups described how
their confidence increased (47%) and how
they gained an increased understanding of
coding (29%). Smaller groups described
how playing the game made coding fun
(16%), how they can use code to do things
now (6%), or gave other responses (2%).

Table 5. Example comments from girls about
how playing the game affected their belief in
their ability to learn coding (n = 56)
Positively affected belief in ability to code (88%)
•
I feel way more confident about coding.
•
The game made me much more confident. When I finished a
level, I felt really proud of myself.
•
I feel that before the game I could not trust myself to do a
coding task. Now after the game I feel that I could do a coding
task. If I were to play another game but slightly more
challenging and with the same features I feel that I would do
well.
•
It helped me understand more how to code and how to move
places. I learned how to complete missions in one code
sequence. I loved the game and how it explains how to code it
slowly.
•
At first I had no idea how to code and all my friends did all
these coding games at school. And at first I did not want to do
this cause I didn't know how to code but now that I know I
want to play more coding games to help me practice.
•
It made me feel slightly more confident because when I did
something wrong I could know what I did wrong and I could go
back and fix it, so that helped me learn from my mistakes.
•
I did not like to do a lot of coding but when I played this game I
discovered it was really fun and I will do it more now.
•
It affected my confidence by wanting to use code to help others.
•
I think I learned just enough coding that I can make something
cool, like make art or music.
•
I think I did a pretty good job!
Did not affect belief in ability to code (11%)
•
It didn't really but I loved the game!
•
Since I already knew how to code, it didn't affect me much.
•
Playing the game didn't change my confidence in my ability to
learn coding because I still think that coding is not for me.
Negatively affected belief in ability to code (2%)
•
I don’t feel very confident.

Figure 11. How the game positively affected girls' belief
in their ability to learn coding (n = 49)
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RQ3: Involvement with story and with character types
Research question 3 asked: To what extent and how are girls involved with the game story
and with character types while playing? On average, girls experienced a high level of story
involvement while playing the game, and most girls thought the story positively affected
their game playing experience, with the largest groups describing how it made the game
more fun, interesting, or entertaining, or how they were motivated by the game’s sea
theme.
On average, most girls also experienced a moderate level of involvement with the
Izzie/Jake pedagogical agent character and a moderate level of involvement with the
Subby body syntonic character while playing the game. When asked how the characters
affected their game play experience, more than half described how Izzie/Jake had a
negative effect (for example finding them unhelpful, annoying, distracting, or boring),
and two-fifths described how they had a positive effect (for example finding them helpful
or saying they made coding fun). Most girls said Subby had a positive effect, with the
largest groups describing her as cute or fun or explaining that she was fun to code.
Each of the story and character type scales were significantly and positively associated.

Involvement with game story
Mean scale ratings are presented below to address RQ3a: To what extent do girls experience
involvement with the game story? Girls responded to a six-item agree-disagree scale about their
involvement, both cognitively and emotionally, with the three-act story of Code Quest. Figure 12
presents the mean results for the six statements in order of the story arc. On average, girls
experienced a high level of story involvement while playing the game. The mean scores ranged
from 2.2 to 5.0, with an overall mean of 4.1 and median of 4.2.
Figure 12. Girls' mean ratings of story involvement (N = 58)
Overall mean rating (M = 4.1, SD = .63)
Scale from 1.0 (strongly disagree) to 5.0 (strongly agree)
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How story affected game playing experience
After responding to the post-survey scale of
story involvement, girls were asked how the
story affected their game playing experience to
help further interpret the quantitative scale
results. Most of the girls who addressed the
question (n = 54) thought the game’s story
positively affected their game playing
experience (85%), while one-sixth (15%) said
the story did not affect their playing
experience. Examples of girls’ comments about
how the story affected their game playing
experience are in Table 6.
As shown in Figure 13, among those who
indicated that the story positively affected their
game playing experience (n = 46), the largest
groups described how it made the game more
fun, interesting, or entertaining (52%) and/or
how they were motivated by the game’s sea
theme (24%). Smaller groups described that
the story helped in learning coding (17%) or
shared other responses (7%).

Table 6. Example comments from girls
about how the story affected their game
playing experience (n = 54)
Positively affected game playing experience (85%)
•
It made it very fun because of the robot the animals and
coding.
•
I really liked the story. It got me more engaged!
•
[It] was very interesting and fun and I think it made me a
lot more interested in the game because I realized that I
can like coding if it is a good story!
•
The story was interesting and cute. I made playing it
more fun. I liked that it was under water themed.
•
I really like to keep the ocean safe so knowing that I was
helping the ocean made me keep going.
•
The game story made me feel emotion knowing that the
problems on the screen were real life problems and that
the ocean is dirty and I feel like that made me work
harder feeling that I was helping the planet even though
it was just a game.
•
The story of the game made me like doing the game
more because I really wanted to help the aquarium.
•
It affected my playing experience by, it was helpful to
know how to code because before I had no idea how to
code, and now I do know how to code.
•
Yes the story helped the game playing experience.
Did not affect game playing experience (15%)
•
I do not think it affected me at all…

Figure 13. How the game story positively affected girls'
playing experience (n = 46)
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Involvement with Izzie/Jake, the pedagogical agent character
Mean scale ratings are presented below to address RQ3b as it pertains to the pedagogical
agent character type: To what extent do girls experience involvement with the game character
types? Girls responded to a nine-item agree-disagree scale about their involvement with the
combined Izzie and Jake pedagogical agent character in Code Quest. Figure 14 presents the
mean results for the nine statements. On average, girls experienced a moderate level of
involvement with the PA character while playing the game. The range of mean scores of the
pedagogical agent involvement scale was 1.3 to 5.0, with an overall mean of 3.4 and median of
3.6.
Figure 14. Girls' mean ratings of pedagogical agent involvement (N = 58)
Overall mean rating (M = 3.4, SD = .87)
Scale from 1.0 (strongly disagree) to 5.0 (strongly agree)
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How Izzie and Jake affected game
playing experience
After responding to the post-survey
scale of involvement with the
pedagogical agent character type, girls
were asked if there was anything else
they wanted to share about how Izzie
and Jake affected their game playing
experience to help further interpret the
quantitative scale results. Among those
who shared a response to this optional
question (n = 45), more than half (56%)
described how the characters negatively
affected their game playing experience.
Two-fifths (42%) thought the
characters had a positive effect on their
game playing experience, and one girl
(2%) said Izzie and Jake did not affect
her game playing experience. Examples
of girls’ comments about how Izzie and
Jake affected their game play experience
are in Table 7.

Table 7. Example comments from girls about how
Izzie and Jake affected their game playing
experience (n = 45)
Negatively affected game playing experience (56%)
•
Izzie and Jake did affect my experience in the game. One thing I
didn't really like was that when you tap on them they only give you
one hint and it would be the same one all over again and it didn't
really help me.
•
Sometimes the hints they would give didn't help me or make sense.
•
If you wanted a hint from them all they would say is to look for a
pattern in the code.
•
I think they should figure out what's wrong and give hints based on
that.
•
They were a little bit distracting and their instructions were
confusing.
•
They were somewhat annoying.
•
They kind of annoyed me a little bit.
•
I didn't like that when I was doing the code, they would randomly
blurt out "You're getting there!" over and over.
•
They made it slower coz of all the dialog.
Positively affected game playing experience (42%)
•
Izzie and Jake were very easy to learn from. They said the
instructions very clearly and helped me when I got stuck.
•
They help me understand what I was doing and what I had to do.
•
I liked how Izzy and Jake guided me through and told me exactly
what I was supposed to do in the game and how I was supposed to
code the game and complete missions.
•
They were just really helpful to me and made coding a lot more
fun!
•
They affected it by making coding fun!
•
It made me like it more and more interesting to do and I think it is
fun now.

As shown in Figure 15, a third (33%) of
girls thought Izzie and Jake were
helpful, while a tenth (9%) thought they
Did not affect game playing experience (2%)
made coding fun. At the same time,
•
So that's what their names are! No, they didn't really. But that is
just because I don't pay attention to them really.
another third (31%) described the
hints/clues Izzie and Jake shared as
unhelpful and a quarter (24%) found the characters annoying, distracting, or boring.
Figure 15. How Izzie and Jake affected girls' game play experience (n = 45)
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Involvement with Subby, the body syntonic character
Mean scale ratings are presented below to address RQ3b as it pertains to the body syntonic
character type: To what extent do girls experience involvement with the game character types?
Girls responded to a five-item agree-disagree scale about their involvement with the Subby
body syntonic character in Code Quest. Figure 16 presents the mean results for the five
statements. On average, girls experienced a moderate level of involvement with the Subby
character while playing the game. The range of mean scores of the body syntonic character
involvement scale was 1.0 to 5.0, with an overall mean and median of 3.2.
Figure 16. Girls' mean ratings body syntonic character involvement (N = 58)
Overall mean rating (M = 3.2, SD = .91)
Scale from 1.0 (strongly disagree) to 5.0 (strongly agree)
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How Subby affected game playing
experience
After responding to the post-survey
scale of involvement with the body
syntonic character type, girls were asked
if there was anything else they wanted to
share about how Subby affected their
game playing experience to further
interpret the quantitative scale results.
As illustrated in Table 8, among those
who shared a response to this optional
question (n = 35), most (89%) described
a positive impact, 6% said Subby did not
affect their game playing, and 6%
described Subby as having a negative
impact.

Table 8. Example comments from girls about how
Subby affected their game playing experience
(n = 35)
Positively affected game playing experience (89%)
•
Subby was just a really fun and silly moving character in the game
and made me laugh!
•
She was cute, and very powerful
•
I liked that Subby was a robot, I love robots!
•
It was fun knowing that I was helping Subby save the animals.
•
The noise [Subby made] was fun
•
Subby was so fun to work with! It was very much like I was coding
a real robot.
•
Subby was fun to code because I was helping the animals with Subby.
Subby could clean, scan animals, use the camera, and track them.
•
I enjoyed coding Subby. It made me want to code more games.
•
I honestly felt like I was Subby in that moment, like we were
connected.
•
I moved sometimes when Subby moved.
•
Subby showed me where I was with my coding.
•
Subby was perfect, nothing was wrong with her.
Negatively affected game playing experience (6%)
•
It was kind of confusing how to move Subby. I just had to try stuff
to see how it works
•
The way Subby affected my game was when I would put the right
block sometimes Subby would turn left.
Did not affect game playing experience (6%)
•
The [survey] questions make it seem like Subby was more
interactive, but she wasn't really that much.
•
Subby…did not affect my game playing skills a lot.
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Among those who indicated that Subby positively affected their game playing experience (n =
31), the largest groups described her as cute or fun (35%) or said she was fun to code (29%),
as shown in Figure 17. Smaller groups described that their body was involved with Subby
(13%), that Subby helped with their coding (10%), or shared other responses (13%).
Figure 17. How Subby positively affected girls' game
playing experience (n = 31)
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Relationship among story and character type involvement
Correlational analysis of the post-survey story and character involvement rating scales
addressed RQ3c: Is there a relationship between story involvement and involvement with
character types? The analysis found that all three scales were significantly and
positively associated, as presented in Table 9.
Table 9. Correlations among story and character type involvement
Story
involvement

Pedagogical agent
involvement

Body syntonic
involvement

Story
involvement
Pedagogical agent
involvement

0.59***

Body syntonic
involvement

0.38**

0.52***

(p value significance levels are as follows: *.05, **.01, ***.001)
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RQ4: Relationship between game enjoyment and involvement
with story and with character types
Research question 4 asked: What is the relationship between game enjoyment and
involvement with story and with character types? Game enjoyment was positively and
significantly correlated with story involvement, pedagogical agent involvement, and
body syntonic involvement. Story involvement also had a significant direct positive effect
on game enjoyment, but neither type of character involvement significantly influenced
game enjoyment.

Relationships between game enjoyment and involvement with story and with
character types
Correlational analysis addressed RQ4a: Is there a relationship between game enjoyment and
involvement with story and with character types? As shown in Table 10, game enjoyment was
positively and significantly associated with story involvement and with both types of character
involvement, including pedagogical agent involvement and body syntonic involvement.
Table 10. Correlations between game enjoyment and
involvement with story and with
character types
Game
enjoyment
Story
involvement

0.72***

Pedagogical agent
involvement

0.54***

Body syntonic
involvement

0.34*

(p value significance levels are as follows: *.05, **.01, ***.001)

Influence of story involvement and involvement with character types on game
enjoyment
PLS-SEM analysis addressed RQ4b: Do story involvement and involvement with character types
positively influence game enjoyment? As illustrated in Figure 18, story involvement had a
significant direct positive effect on game enjoyment (β = .64 [.37, 1], t = 4.74). Neither type of
character involvement had a significant effect on this outcome, however.
Figure 18. The positive influence of
story involvement on game enjoyment
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RQ5: Influence of story involvement, involvement with character
types, and game enjoyment on coding outcomes
Research question 5 asked: Do story involvement, involvement with character types, and game
enjoyment positively influence the coding outcomes? Story involvement and body syntonic
involvement each had two significant direct positive effects on pre-post gains in coding
outcomes. Story involvement had a positive effect on belief in ability to code; body syntonic
involvement had a positive effect on interest in coding applications; and both had a positive
effect on behavioral intention to do coding activities in the future. Neither pedagogical agent
involvement nor game enjoyment, however, had significant effects on the coding outcomes.

PLS-SEM analysis addressed RQ5: Do story involvement, involvement with character types, and
game enjoyment positively influence the coding outcomes? As illustrated in Figure 19, story
involvement had a significant direct positive effect on pre-post gain in belief in ability to code
(β = .43 [.09, 1], t = 2.30) and behavioral intention to do coding activities in the future (β = .39
[.01, 1], t = 1.68). Body syntonic involvement also had a significant direct positive effect on
behavioral intention to do coding activities in the future (β = .31 [.30, 1], t = 3.27), and also on
interest in coding applications (β = .32 [.04, 1], t = 1.82). Pedagogical agent involvement did
not have a significant direct effect, and game enjoyment did not have a significant indirect
effect as a mediator, for any of the pre-post changes in outcomes.

Figure 19. The positive influence of story involvement and
body syntonic involvement on coding outcomes
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Discussion
Code Quest is an online story-based game in which players learn to code Subby – a body
syntonic robot character - to explore an ocean reef and collect information for an aquarium
exhibit, as guided by Izzie and Jake – pedagogical agent cartoon characters. As noted in the
background literature review of this report, the studies of story- and character-based coding
games for children give support to the positive impact of such a game structure. The study of
Code Quest builds on this prior work to explore how girls’ involvement with the story and with
the two types of game characters influenced their enjoyment of the game and their coderelated interest, belief, and behavioral intention.

Results related to game play experience
The diverse sample of 5th grade girls with little prior coding experience successfully
completed Code Quest within two hours of intermittent playtime. This result indicates
that the game was well constructed for SciGirls’ target age group and an at-home setting. The
study specifically recruited girls with limited or no prior coding experience to represent the
likely background of visitors to Code Quest online, given that of eight states reporting K-5
computer science offerings in 2021, only 7.3% of students are enrolled (Code.org et al., 2021).
Web metrics from PBSKids.org for Code Quest reveal that in 2021, over 387,000 visitors
viewed the first challenge page of the game, Sea Star 1, after the opening request from Izzie
and Jake. Although we have no game completion statistics from these metrics, there does
appear to be a large general population who start the game and who might be similarly
impacted by gameplay in the manner of our 9- to 11-year-old girl participants.
On average, girls reported that playing Code Quest produced a high level of game
enjoyment, and most thought they played at least somewhat well. As enjoyment of the
game increased, so too did self-reported ratings of game performance. The game appears to
hit a sweet spot in that it is easy enough for young girls with little coding experience to enjoy
playing and feel successful at and challenging enough to support extended play as they gain
skills. Additionally, game enjoyment was positively and significantly associated with story
involvement and with involvement with both character types, pedagogical agent and body
syntonic. When asked what they liked about the game, girls most often pointed to the
experience of coding, the underwater setting or helping/learning about sea creatures, and the
game’s challenge structure, such as the use of different levels and missions and the goal to use
the fewest coding blocks possible. In terms of what they did not like, the largest groups
thought the hints, feedback, and instructions from the Izzie and Jake characters were
unhelpful, repetitive, or irritating, or disliked something about the operational functionality of
the game.

Results related to coding outcomes
Playing Code Quest significantly and positively increased girls’ belief in their ability to
code, and the effect size was large. Prior coding experience significantly impacted gains in
girls’ belief in their ability to code and practicing the coding skills that were required in the
game missions increased players’ confidence in their coding ability. Girls’ descriptions of how
playing the game affected their belief in their ability to learn coding adds further support and
context to this quantitative finding. Most described the game affecting them in positive ways,
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commenting, for example, on how their confidence and/or understanding of coding had
increased. Taken together, these findings support Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory (1977),
which proposed that belief in one’s task capability (or self-efficacy) is in part influenced by
mastery experiences. Based on results of engaging in activities themselves (i.e., mastery
experiences), youth develop beliefs about how well they will perform in similar subsequent
activities (Britner & Pajares, 2006). Most of the girls in the study rated that they played Code
Quest at least somewhat well, and this successful coding experience increased their coding
confidence. This result is also consistent with Buffum’s 2017 study that found that a storybased game with block-based coding could increase middle schoolers’ confidence in their
coding skills.
Playing Code Quest increased girls’ interest in coding activities and applications, but not
significantly. The high enjoyment of playing Code Quest apparently did not generate more
interest in using code for other activities like creating animations or graphs or writing their
own code. The skills practiced in Code Quest may not have been seen as being transferable to
the skills that girls imagined were required to do the activities in the measurement scale.
Similarly, with respect to applications, it is possible that the 5th graders did not see how the
Code Quest aquarium environment and the integrated reef clean-up and exhibit development
applications might relate to or reflect the types of applications asked about in the survey, as
these focused on using code to address real world problems, to apply to the sciences and arts,
and to inspire action.
Although the pre-post gains were not statistically significant for the two areas of interest
specifically asked about in the survey scales, girls’ responses to an open-ended question about
how their game playing experience affected their interest in coding, in general, indicated they
perceived the impact to be positive. Nine-tenths thought their game playing experience
positively affected their interest in coding, for example describing how the game helped them
think of coding as fun or cool, taught them to better understand coding, and increased their
interest in general.
Playing the game decreased intention to do coding activities in the future, but the
difference was not statistically significant. This result may be based in negative comments
that many girls provided about Code Quest’s hints, feedback, and instructions, indicating that
they were unhelpful, repetitive, or irritating. Other players took issue with the game’s
operational functionality or with the coding difficulty with some of the missions. Another
possibility is that although the six coding activities listed in the behavioral intention scale
were thought to be within reach of most girls, the non-significant decrease could also reflect
girls’ belief that they lack the opportunity in their communities to participate in some of the
scale’s specific activities, such as a school coding class or out-of-school coding activity.

Results related to the influence of story and character involvement
On average, girls experienced a high level of story involvement while playing Code
Quest. Story involvement was positively and significantly correlated with game enjoyment
and had a significant direct positive effect on game enjoyment. This result is consistent with
adult studies that have found that narrative involvement predicts enjoyment of story-based
games (Brookes, 2010; Sangalang et al., 2013). In open-ended responses, most girls thought
the story positively affected their game playing experience, with the largest groups describing
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how the story made the game more fun, interesting, or entertaining or how they were
motivated by the game’s sea theme. Similarly, when asked when they liked about the game, a
third pointed to the underwater setting or helping/learning about sea creatures through the
game’s story.
Story involvement also had significant direct positive effects on pre-post gains in the coding
outcomes of belief in ability to code and behavioral intention to do coding activities in the
future. In comparison, nutritional game studies addressing health belief and intention
outcomes found that story involvement levels correlated positively with health self-efficacy
(Lu et al., 2012) but not with behavioral intentions (Sangalang et al., 2013).
On average, girls experienced a moderate level of involvement with the combined
Izzie/Jake pedagogical agent character. Pedagogical agent involvement was positively and
significantly correlated with game enjoyment. Two-fifths of the girls who shared feedback
about how Izzie and Jake affected their game playing experience described that the pair were
helpful or made coding fun. Nonetheless, involvement with the PA did not significantly predict
game enjoyment nor any of the study outcomes of interest, belief, and behavioral intention.
These non-significant results contrast with studies of middle and high school students in
which animated PAs had positive impacts on math or science interest and self-efficacy belief
(Kim & Lim, 2013; Kim & Wei, 2011; Plant et al., 2009; van der Meij et al., 2015). The PAs in
the games considered in these studies provided motivational messages to praise and to
encourage, and informational messages to explain or give corrective feedback; however, the
scripts were at a more sophisticated level and received more positively than Izzie and Jake’s
PA script. To wit: In commenting on the impact of Izzie and Jake on their gaming experience,
more than half of the girls either described their informational messages as unhelpful or
repetitive or described the characters as annoying, distracting, or boring.
On average, girls experienced a moderate level of involvement with the Subby body
syntonic character. Subby was designed to appeal to young girl players to encourage their
imagination of putting their own body in her place. The girls’ rating of their body syntonic
involvement with Subby was positively and significantly correlated with game enjoyment; the
more involved the girls felt with Subby and her imagined and coded movements, the more
they enjoyed the game. Among girls who shared additional optional feedback about how
Subby affected their game playing experience, most said the character had a positive effect,
with the largest groups describing her as cute or fun or explaining that she was fun to code.
One-quarter described either that their body was involved with Subby or that Subby helped
with their coding. Observations of teens coding digital models or robots also showed that
body syntonicity helped support their programming decisions (Grizioti & Kynigos, 2021;
Petrick et al., 2011).
Although involvement with Subby did not significantly predict the outcome of game
enjoyment, there were significant direct positive effects of body syntonic involvement on prepost gains in the study outcomes of interest in coding applications and behavioral intention to
do coding activities in the future. In their four-phase theory of the development of interest,
Renninger and Hidi (2011, 2020) describe the early phases of interest as situational interest,
triggered by the environment, which then may be a precursor to maintained situational
interest, in which children are motivated toward future engagement with similar content.
Involvement with Subby appears to have triggered situational interest in coding applications
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as well as maintained interest in future coding activities. However, as the first quantitative
study of body syntonicity and its impact on outcomes other than learning, we need more
exploration of this construct and its utility in coding education research.

Limitations and future directions
Sample considerations
The study sample was restricted to 5th grade girls to limit the number of demographic and
background factors considered in the analysis, which controlled for coding experience and
acquaintance with someone who codes. This design choice, in combination with the reliance
on convenience sampling and the limited sample size, also limits the generalizability of the
results. Additionally, while the sampling strategy aimed for and achieved a sample of
participants that closely matched the October, 2019 census diversity statistics for 5th grade
girls, other demographic and background factors were not formally addressed that might be
important to consider in future studies with children.
As one example, since the participating girls accessed the Code Quest game at home on
computers with internet access, the study did not specifically address challenges that girls
from low income families may face in online access. Although this was an initial concern, data
presented in a 2016 Cooney Center study found that a vast majority of low- and moderateincome families with children in the SciGirls age range report online access via a mobile device
or computer, even high-speed home access (Rideout & Katz, 2016). Online access likely has
improved more recently due to the demands of pandemic-related virtual schooling, indicating
this will be less of a factor in the future.
Study design
The study design had limitations in that the research questions were exploratory and relied
on a one-group pre-post design, as detailed in the report. Future research could include
experimental studies with non-narrative control or comparison groups to assess game
experiences with youth that feature different levels or types of narrative. Gee et al. (2017)
shared a similar recommendation after finding that while middle school girls were engaged
with a researcher-developed story-enhanced analog game focused on computer science
concepts, the study design precluded them from determining if the story context was central
or peripheral to engagement and learning. Supporting the value of story as a central design
feature, they suggested future research on story formats:
Well-designed games can engage players in active and sustained
learning, allow them to take on new identities, promote situated
understanding of new concepts, and provide experiences that serve as
a basis for later reflection and assessment (Gee, 2007). However, our
knowledge of how different game elements combine to provide both
entertaining and educational game experiences is far from complete.
Story is one game design feature that has received insufficient
attention in research on educational games. Story is widely reported to
be an aspect of games particularly important for girls; for example, in
one study, when girls were asked to design their ideal games, engaging
characters and rich narrative were very important (AAUW, 2000). Yet
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we know little about the actual value of story when combined with
games for enhancing learning in CS or in other fields…A key question in
the use of story in educational games is how to best utilize a range of
possible story formats (p. 2).
An additional design limitation of the present study is the focus on immediate outcomes only.
Whether the observed impacts with respect to girls’ increased belief about their ability to
code are sustained or translate into future engagement with coding are unknown. The
addition of a follow-up could be another design enhancement in future studies, drawing on a
recent meta-analysis finding that narrative impacts have been shown to persist well beyond
the time of exposure (Oschatz & Marker, 2020).
Scale development
Although the original study plan proposed building on narrative transportation theory and scales
previously developed and tested with adults, the validation process to expand scale use to a
younger audience required more than 300 5th grade student respondents, which was not possible
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Instead, the research study implemented a pilot study to assess
the applicability of adapting previously used and new researcher-generated scales. A story
involvement measure previously developed and utilized with girl viewers of an earlier season of
SciGirls programming (Knight Williams Inc., 2017) was modified for the Code Quest story arc and
found to be highly reliable. Izzie and Jake’s status as a pedagogical agent was addressed with the
Facilitating Learning subscale of Ryu and Baylor’s adult-validated Agent Persona Instrument
(2005). The scale applied to our 5th grade girls and the game’s PA was found to be highly reliable.
Finally, we developed a new and highly reliable quantitative scale to address involvement with a
body syntonic character, because prior studies of body syntonicity employed researcher
observations rather than child self-reports.
All three of these measures of game player involvement could be further developed in future
game evaluation with children or research more formally. Given the direct effects observed of
syntonic body involvement on girls’ coding beliefs and behavioral intention, and the lack of prior
research on these relationships, this seems a promising area for further investigation.

Practical implications
The findings from this study, and others referenced in the report, provide further support for
value of story as a game design element to influence STEM outcomes in children relating to
interests, beliefs, and behavioral intentions. The study found that girls experienced a high
level of story involvement playing Code Quest and that such involvement predicted pre-post
gains in their belief in ability to code and behavioral intention to do coding activities in the
future. As other game researchers have observed, an interesting story can engage game
players and encourage repeated play (Bonner & Dorneich, 2016; Rollings & Adams, 2003).
As part of the Code Quest story experience, players enter a story world in which they become
“helpers at their local aquarium to research and create a new ocean reef exhibit” and “help
clean up the reef while gathering information for the exhibit” (SciGirls Connect). The inclusion
of these themes within the story format is also notable, and consistent with the SciGirls
Strategies: Proven Strategies for Engaging Girls in STEM, which point to the importance of
engaging girls in STEM activities that are meaningful, personally relevant, and show how
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STEM (in this case, coding) can be used to address social or community based problems. The
inclusion of these themes in computer science games for girls, in particular, are also
supported by other study findings (Ashcraft et al., 2012; Bonner & Dorneich, 2016; Gee et al.,
2020), and by a critical review of 36 computer science games that focused on design features
important for gender inclusive games (Harteveld et al., 2014). The authors of this review
concluded:
Our critical analysis provides grounded reasons to question how
games teaching CS have been designed, especially in terms of genderinclusivity. It also allows for identifying new opportunities for unique
educational games. We identified opportunities to emphasize
collaboration, include narrative, and provide a (social/societal)
relevant and less fantastical context, all factors in designing a game
that appeals to girls (p. 5).
Girls’ descriptions of what they found appealing about Code Quest often touched on the
recommended design themes of social/societal relevance and/or collaboration, as in “The
game story made me feel emotion knowing that the problems on the screen were real life
problems and that the ocean is dirty and I feel like that made me work harder feeling that I was
helping the planet even though it was just a game.” While the present study wasn’t designed to
look at the contribution of each of these story themes to the game outcomes, the findings
suggest the way Code Quest included the story format was well received.
At the same time, the findings also point to the importance of formative evaluation for
producers of STEM games to increase the likelihood of not just enjoyment and impact of the
game story, but also involvement with story characters. This study’s findings suggest the value
of closer consideration of the character involvement dimensions assessed. In particular, in the
case of Code Quest, further modification of the role of Izzie and Jake as pedagogical agents
would help ensure that players see their guidance and hints in a positive light to maximize
their potential player motivation.

Conclusion
In conclusion, with respect to coding outcomes, playing and completing the Code Quest game
produced significant and positive gains in one of the four outcomes measured in the study:
belief in ability to code. This finding adds to other studies that have similarly shown how
mastery experience can positively affect confidence.
Additionally, the study found positive but not statistically significant gains in two coding
outcomes: interest in coding activities and interest in coding applications. Although girls
indicated high game enjoyment, they may not have seen the skills practiced in Code Quest or
the game’s integrated reef clean-up/exhibit task as being transferable to the activities and
applications asked about in the outcome measurement scales. Nonetheless, their responses to
an open-ended question about how their game playing experience affected their interest in
coding indicated that most girls perceived the impact to be positive.
The study further found that girls experienced a high level of story involvement while playing
Code Quest, and that story involvement was positively and significantly correlated with game
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enjoyment with a significant direct positive effect on game enjoyment. This finding is
consistent with adult studies that have found that narrative involvement predicts enjoyment
of story-based games.
Finally, the study found that girls experienced a moderate level of involvement with the
game’s two character types, and that each type of character involvement was positively and
significantly correlated with game enjoyment. Regarding the Izzie/Jake PA character, the
findings point to the importance of formative evaluation to help ensure that players see PA
characters’ guidance and hints in a positive light. Regarding the Subby body syntonic
character, this study is the first examination of body syntonicity and its impact on outcomes
other than learning and the first application of a quantitative measure of involvement with a
body syntonic character. The findings that involvement with Subby was positively and
significantly correlated with game enjoyment and had a direct positive influence on two
coding outcomes point to the need for more exploration of this construct and its utility in
coding education research.
Acknowledging the study limitations of a small sample size and lack of a comparison or
control group, the findings from this exploratory study are promising. Future media research
with youth can build on many facets of this study’s design, measures, and results. Among the
study’s key media design implications are that story- and character-driven games can be an
effective way to involve young players, elicit game enjoyment, and significantly impact STEM
confidence.
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Appendix 1. Individual background
variable questions
Prior coding experience
The questions that follow ask about past experiences you may have had with computer
coding or programming. Coding or programming means creating a set of written
instructions in a special language to tell a computer what to do.
At this time, how familiar are you with the following relating to coding? Please select one number on
the scale from 1 (not at all familiar) to 5 (very familiar).
Not at all
Slightly
Somewhat Moderately
Very
How familiar are you with …
familiar
familiar
familiar
familiar
familiar
what coding or programming is?

1

2

3

4

5

using or writing code yourself?

1

2

3

4

5

Have you ever used code to do any of the following activities, either in school or out of school? For
each activity, please select Yes, No, or I don’t recall.
Yes,
No,
I don’t
Have you ever…
I have
I haven’t
recall
played an online game to learn or practice coding?







used code to create a game?







used code to make an animation, movie, or music?







used code to make a graph?







used code to control technologies like robots, sensors, or
cameras?







Have you ever used any of the following coding languages?
Yes,
No,
Have you ever used…
I have
I haven’t

I don’t
recall

Alice?







Blockly (“Hour of Code”)?







Python?







RobotC?







Scratch?







Prior acquaintance with someone who codes
Do you know anyone who writes code or programs on a computer?
 Yes → If yes: Who do you know who writes code or programs on a computer?
 No
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Appendix 2. Game experience questions and
game enjoyment scale
How well do you think you played the game?
 Very well
 Moderately well
 Somewhat well
 Slightly well
 Not at all well
How much do you disagree or agree with each of the following statements about your experience
with the game? Please select one number on the scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree).
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Not
sure

Agree

Strongly
agree

I enjoyed the game very much.

1

2

3

4

5

I had a lot of fun playing the game.

1

2

3

4

5

I thought the game was very interesting.

1

2

3

4

5

I would like to play more of this game or more
games like this.

1

2

3

4

5

Qualitative game experience questions
To help support interpretation of the game enjoyment scale, the following open-ended
questions were asked:

What did you like about the game?

What did you not like about the game?
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Appendix 3. Story and character type
involvement scales and questions
Story involvement
How much do you disagree or agree with each of the following statements about your experience
with the game?
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Not
sure

Agree

Strongly
agree

I wanted to discover how to code Subby.

1

2

3

4

5

The challenge of learning to code Subby to find reef
animals pulled me into the game story.

1

2

3

4

5

It was interesting to learn to use code to track
animals and clean the reef.

1

2

3

4

5

I was happy trying to figure out how to code Subby
to help the animals.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

I wanted to find out how the exhibit of reef animals
turned out.
I cared about seeing the final exhibit that my coding
helped create.

Involvement with pedagogical agent character: Izzie/Jake
How much do you disagree or agree with each of the following statements about your experience
with Izzie and Jake while playing the game?
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Not
sure

Agree

Strongly
agree

Izzie and Jake led me to think more deeply about
coding.

1

2

3

4

5

Izzie and Jake made the game directions
interesting.

1

2

3

4

5

Izzie and Jake encouraged me to think about what I
was learning.

1

2

3

4

5

Izzie and Jake kept my attention.

1

2

3

4

5

Izzie and Jake presented the coding directions
clearly.

1

2

3

4

5

Izzie and Jake helped me concentrate on the coding
tasks.

1

2

3

4

5

Izzie and Jake focused me on the relevant
information.

1

2

3

4

5

Izzie and Jake helped me learn to code

1

2

3

4

5

Izzie and Jake were fun to learn from.

1

2

3

4

5
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Involvement with body syntonic character: Subby
How much do you disagree or agree with each of the following statements about your experience
with Subby while playing the game?
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Not
sure

Agree

Strongly
agree

I felt as if I was Subby when choosing my coding
sequences.

1

2

3

4

5

I pretended to move like Subby to decide how to
code her.

1

2

3

4

5

I tested my coding sequences by moving my own
body.

1

2

3

4

5

When Subby moved, I could feel my own body
move with her.

1

2

3

4

5

My body and mind felt connected with Subby on the
screen.

1

2

3

4

5

Qualitative story and character questions
To help support interpretation of the quantitative story and character involvement
scales in relation to game playing experience, open-ended questions were interspersed
between rating scales:
Thinking about the game overall, how did the story of the game affect your game playing
experience?
Is there anything else you would like to say about how Izzie and Jake affected your game
playing experience?
Is there anything else you would like to say about how Subby affected your game playing
experience?
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Appendix 4. Outcome scales and questions
(Modifications for the post-survey scales appear in parentheses in the questions below)

Interest in coding activities
At this time (After playing the game), how interested are you in the following activities related to
coding? Please select one number on the scale from 1 (not at all interested) to 5 (very interested).
Not at all
Slightly
Somewhat Moderately
Very
How interested are you in …
interested interested interested interested
interested
using code to create animation?

1

2

3

4

5

using code to make a graph?

1

2

3

4

5

writing your own code?

1

2

3

4

5

using code to control technologies
like robots, sensors, or cameras?

1

2

3

4

5

solving or figuring out coding
challenges?

1

2

3

4

5

playing an online game to learn or
practice coding?

1

2

3

4

5

Interest in coding applications
At this time (After playing the game), how interested are you in the following ways in which coding is
used?
Not at all
Slightly
Somewhat Moderately
Very
How interested are you in …
interested interested interested interested
interested
how coding can address real world
problems?

1

2

3

4

5

how coding is used in the sciences,
like astronomy or ecology?

1

2

3

4

5

how coding can be used to inspire
action?

1

2

3

4

5

how coding is used in the arts, like
animation or music?

1

2

3

4

5
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Belief in coding ability
Regardless of whether or not you have learned about coding previously (After playing the game), how
confident you are at this time that you can do each of the coding activities listed below? Please select
one number on the scale from 1 (not at all confident) to 5 (very confident).
Not at all
confident

Slightly
confident

Somewhat
confident

Moderately
confident

Very
confident

use code to control robots, sensors, or
cameras?

1

2

3

4

5

choose a correct code to move an
object on a computer screen?

1

2

3

4

5

create code sequences that tell a
computer what to do?

1

2

3

4

5

choose a correct code to make a
computer repeat the same actions over
and over?

1

2

3

4

5

test the results of a sequence of code?

1

2

3

4

5

fix your coding when your program
doesn’t work?

1

2

3

4

5

use coding to solve a specific problem?

1

2

3

4

5

How confident are you that you
can …

Behavioral intention to do coding activities in the future
(After playing the game,) How likely are you to do the following coding activities in the future, if given
the opportunity? Please select one number on the scale from 1 (not at all likely) to 5 (very likely).
Not at all
likely

Slightly
likely

ask someone who knows about coding
what you can do to get better at coding?

1

2

3

4

5

play an online game to learn or practice
coding?

1

2

3

4

5

sign up for an out-of-school activity
about coding?

1

2

3

4

5

take a school class in coding?

1

2

3

4

5

try to use coding in a project at school or
home?

1

2

3

4

5

use or watch online coding tutorials or
videos?

1

2

3

4

5

How likely are you to...

Somewhat Moderately
likely
likely

Very
likely
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Qualitative interest and belief questions
To help support interpretation of the quantitative outcome scales, open-ended
questions were interspersed between rating scales:
Please describe how playing the game affected your interest in coding.
Please describe how playing the game affected your confidence in your ability to learn coding.
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Appendix 5. Correlation matrix of study variables
Correlations among all game study scales
Gamer
performance

Game
enjoyment

Story
involvement

Pedagogical
agent
involvement

Body
syntonic
involvement

Interest in
coding
activities

Interest in
coding
applications

Belief in
ability to
code

Behavioral
intention to
code

Game
performance
Game
enjoyment

0.36**

Story
involvement

0.21

0.72***

Pedagogical
agent
involvement

0.27*

0.54***

0.59***

Body
syntonic
involvement

0.29*

0.34*

0.38**

0.52***

Interest in
coding
activities

0.08

0.44***

0.42**

0.24

0.30*

Interest in
coding
applications

-0.16

0.26*

0.28*

0.09

0.29*

0.62***

Belief in
ability
to code

0.13

0.40**

0.46***

0.22

0.17

0.67***

0.47***

Behavioral
intention
to code

0.16

0.31*

0.42***

0.44***

0.44***

0.67***

0.47***

0.45***

(p value significance levels are as follows: *.05, **.01, ***.001).
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